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IIOLENT STORM

GENERAL CROWDER

Crown Prince's Drive Nets Him Marriage Since Enactment of
The Law Is No Excuse for
Nothing More Than Obliterof
ation
From Service,
Noyon Salient and
Exemption
With One Exception,
Huge Losses of Men,
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Washington Opinion
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That

German Push on Western
Front Will Break Out Furiously in a Short Time,

9

MAIN THRUST OF ENEMY
LOCAL BOARDSTOLD TO
HAS NOT BEEN STARTED
RECLASSIFY ALL CASES

STAGE ALMOST SET FOR
RENEWAL OF MAIN DRIVE

AcSpeculation Is Rife as to When Dependency Claims on
It Will Come and in What
count of Children Will Be
Direction It Will Be; Foch's
Allowed Where Born
Armies Watchful,
Before June 9, 1918,

Hun Objective
Been
to
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The attempted ilrlvo by Hip armies
of Ihp German crown prince towards
Paris seems definitely to have been
checked.
With thousands of their
men having been fed to the suns on

the

Monf

didier-Noyo- n

Ootterets

and

sectors

in

fiolssons-Viller-

s

the mad

rush to pierce the allied lines in these
regions and thus gain a fair way to
the French capital, the maneuvers of
the German commanders apparently
have brought to the German arms
nothing more than the obliteration of
the Noyon salient and the capture of
n few unimportant
positions southwest of Solssons near the outskirts of
the Villers Cotterets fdVest.
Friday, the sixth day of the offen-

sive between Noyon and Montdldier.
witnessed only small local actions.
Less than three days was required by
the allies to bring the enemy to a virtual halt south of the Aisne.
Where Will Next Wow Tall?
The feeling still prevails In military
circles in Frunce that the main effort
of the Germans has not yet been
launched, and speculation Is rife as
to when it will come and what the
general objective will be whether
Paris or the channel ports. It Is
known that the enemy still has large
effectives available behind the lines,
thousands of them brought from, the
Hussinn front.
The armies of General Foch, however, everywhere are watchful ami of
wich streng'J) o) rand moral. .!.. to
that no matter
lead to the belief
where the enemy chooses to oppose
them, they will be able to give a
Splendid account of themselves.
Seemingly it is not improbable that
Field Marshal Haig's forces will be
asked again to measure their strength
that the
against the Germans,or nnd
in the Scarpe
territory hear Arras,
sector, or before both positions, mm
he chosen by the Germans as the

theater.

tins
In both
guns again
lence that
1 1

tack.

Work Willi Violence.
these sectors the German
are working with the viogenerally presaged an at-

In the Marne sector there is almost

UK.
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WANTS STATE AND

continuous artillery activity In the
Thierry, where
region of Chateau
Americans are fighting beside the
sectors of the
other
On
the
French.
OFFICIALS TO
front comparative quiet prevails. airAmerican, British and French
men continue to carry out aerial op.
erations above and behind the enemy
lines. American airmen have particireDIG UP WAR T
ES
pated in the bombing assaults and alturned safely to their stations,
shelled
by
though they were heavily
.
batteries.
to
failed
have
Austrians
the
As yet
IRV MORNINR JOURNAL RFRCAL LIARBO W(R
start their expected offensive against
Washington, Juno H. Exemption
the Italians.
of
pre-wprofits from special taxaBritish casualties reported during
tion and installment plan payment ot
the week ending Friday aggregated
34,171. Of this number 4,447 men war profit taxes, were advocated by
anti-aircra- ft

were killed.
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Why Not Tell It to
The Marines, Bill?

report.
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labor
l'huenix. Ariz.. June
y
clement in ;lie lower house of the
legislature suffered u clef oat today
when the vole was announced .in thcl
i),
bill to prevent the employment
mines and other hazardous occiip:i- tions of persons who cannot speak or
understand the English language. The
lull bad been recommended
for passage by the committee of the whole
the day before, but overnight three
members changed their minds anil
the bill was lost hv a vote of 19 to 14.
bill" p spendVhf Mm nM P'assT'd
ing the high school cadet law so iih to
Include other public schools and providing for the organization into cadet
companies of boys of 14 or more.
Several bills were introduced without u prospect that they would he accepted. Hut for the passage of a
council of defense, bill the legislature
Is ready tor adjournment. The hill
which will probably become a law Is
In the hands of the senate enrolling
and engrossing committee and will be
acted upon tomorrow or Monday. Tt is
predicted that the session will end
next Monday.
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SYMPATHY FELT FOR
OPPRESSED
PEOPLE
IRV
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Senate

Paris, June 14. Albert Thomas,
labor leader and former member of
the French war cabinet, presided at
a meeting of the socialist committer,
of the alliance of races oppressed by
Austria-Hungarheld in Paris yester
g

Austria-Hilngar-

y OUNG AMERICANS

EmJune
14.
Amsterdam,
peror William wen! into regions
under fire during the recent fighting on the French front, accord-in- s
to Karl Rosncr, the emperor's fuvorito correspondent, who
accompanies lilm on his tours.
The correspondent's
article,
dated May 2!j on the battle field
of the Aisne, is printed In the
Iterlin I.okal Anzeiger. It records the emperor's explanation
of the battle to his suite.
The
emperor, standitiR before a map
of the fitihtinif area, says Robiicr,
addressed his hearers thus:
'"
"In 1914 during the battle ot
x
Soissons, J. was here (at the
corner on the Aisne front).
have
since
What heavy trials
been imposed upon us Germans!
Hut that Is no-- all bhlml us.. Wh
are now swinging on to final victory."
On his return to the battle
front, continues the article, the
emperor beckoned the men In
field gray near him to his car,
and gave them a graphic description of the German success.
"Tell it to your comrades," said
the emperor in conclusion. "Tell
thorn that they, too, may rejoice.
Tell them also that 1 have told
you I, In the midst of the fighting."
I.uf-lau-

AT TRAINING
IRV

MAKING LIQUORS
IRV MORNING
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The senate)
agricultural committee today reconsidered its vote of earlier In Ihe day
for a favorable report on the proposal of Senator .lone:: of Washington
for national prohibition
during the
vol', and decided to hold lie.irinKs on
Ihe amendment.
The coin mi tee
however, sustained its former action
m j eliminating from the
emergency
agricultural bill the Randall prohibition amendment.
Hem, tor Hmith of KoutVi Carolina.
actlnlK
(hnirmnii of 'Hie committee,
announced that the heatings will open
next Monday nnd continue until possibly Wednesday, afler which the
committee will determine what action
it will take on the Jones ainendmers
which would forbid the use of grain
and foodstuffs In the manufacture of
malt or vinous liquors during the wnr.
Several members of the committee,
including Senator Norrls of Nebraska,
are said to be of the opinion that the
would lie unconstituamendment
tional. If the committee decides to
reject 11 Senator Nonis plans lo offer
Washington,

I

substitute.

Relcetioii of the Randall amendbeen
ment is understood to have
I'nder Its provisions exunanimous.
OF
penditure of approximately $6,000,000
provided in the agricultural appropriation bill would have been prevented unless .President Wilson exercised the powers conferred on him
under the food control act nnd issued
a proclamation prohibiting tho use of
foods'uffs in the production of beer
or wine.
The committee also eliminated from
the bill the house provision prohihit-in- g
the use of any money appropriated in the measure to any employe
of draft ago in the department of agriculture who had been given deferred
RPRCAL LIAICO WIRR
IRV MORN, NO JOURNAL
classification.
Franco,
in
French
Army
With the
Juno 14 (Noon, by the Associated
local
actions have GERMAN VESSELS
small
Onlv
Press.)
occurred along the buttle front since
SEIZED BY PERU
last night and i: appears Bcarcely possible that the Germans will recommence serious work for the present
(RV MORNINO JOURNAL RPICIAL LtARKO WIRRl
on the line of .Montdidier.Noyon. Their
Lima. Peru, June 14 The Peruvian
offensive for tlio capture of Complegits
military
through
government,
ne, with the eventuality of making forces, has taken
possession of the
rrom
further progress toward Purls
German vessels interned ut Callao.
the base that they hope to attain
met
are
there, may be regarded as havingthouWashington, June 14. There Cala bloody check, costing them
vessels Interned at
German
eight
sands of men belonging to their best lao, with a capacity of slightly less
divisions.
than 50,000 dead weight tons. They
' There
appears no douht that the i..,.t,,io .a,rpmi bii'ap steamers With
accomodations,
Germuna desired to make an imposing passenger
formerly
advance-towarSan Francisco unn
the capital and at the plying between
same time Inflict losses on the French west coast South American ports una
and the Uritish forces before the German ports.
American army was ready to take the
When Peru broke relations with
the Peruvian . congress
field. They assuredly are anxious In Germany,
regard to the rapidly growing army Kave the president authority to utilise
from across the Atlantic ocean and the German ships, If the national neare trying their utmost to pse up the cessity demanded It. Officials here
out armies in ironi ot mem oeiure today thought the German ships had
fresh
troops arrive in been seized under authority of thnt
sufficiently strong force to turn the law.
j1
balance.
The heroism of the veteran troops
who In these last days have inflicted
smh terrific losses on the flower of
the German army has given the foe
a rude shock. The Germans probably
will try to break through somewhere
else, but the allies, with their armies
HAS AN ALL-DA- T
under the command of General Foch,
are confident that, they will check the
Germans anywhere.,
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Washington. June
present
lull on the buttle front In Franca only
presages ti new and more violent
storm of at tack on the allied line lii
military opinion here. The Impression is rapidly strengthening that thd
tii!?e Is almost si;t for renewal of the.
German main thrust at the British,
army around Amiens with the chan
..
nel 'cast us tho objective.
Belief has never waivered amonff
Ihe mujorlty of officers here that the'
real purpose of the German general'
staff has been from the first to cut',
the allied armies apart by a drive tha
would curry them to tho channel; that
arrived at that coal, massed attack
would be hurled against the northern
Hector for tho purpose of destroying
tho British army, while a strong defense was maintained against the'
The thrust at
Freiic.lv to the south.
Bans have been looked upon as plan-- ,
mat an
executed feints designed lo.
weaken the Amiens front before the(
ilual effort would be made there. On
no other theory can these observer
explain tho sequence of German oper-- i
aiiuiiH In the great balile; and on no
other basis, they say, can the campaign of defense waged by General
Foch be understood.
To Strike Against Compiegno.
Home obbcrvers bclievw further ef'
forts arc to bo expected to flatten out
lJr Complcgne kullcnl completely be- -'
fore the mam attack Is resumed. If
so they nrgue that the next flare of '
activity will como along the front of
the Complogne salient where the fight- '
ing1 has just paused
momentarily.
Other observers are almost convinced, however, that the situation .ipA
only permits, but demands that 'ha
enemy's main attack be pressed without delay, as American aid la coming
forward more swiftly than the Germans possibly could have estimated
would lie the case.
official unnouuecments show that
iiuii a iiiiiiiun Ameriapproximately
ca II Holdiem have landed in Franca
since tho German drlvo began. Ona
element of General Pershing's mobti
forces, bv direction of General Foch. .
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111., and later of the Uritish Royul flying corps, who survived a battle with
four German planes, was taken prisoner, leaped from a fast moving train,
two
months
wandered more than
through
enemy territory, finally
und
Holland
safety,
tonight
reaching
is suffering from the second fall of
accordma vulturous career, caused,
ing to observers, by taking liberties
Willi a student training type of airfield.
Apparently
plane at Kelly
ii'l.Tlen's only injury afler a 2.
a broken
was
fall in a nose dive,
n os" but Kelly field physicians refused
to allow him to have this afternoon
for Houston lest It develop that he
also was injured internally.
Two thousand feet from tho ground
ond Vlh'ien
the., plane
was nimble- to right it. The machine
lauded nose downward In soft earth.
Ho climbed out
badly shaken and
bleeding freely.
000-fo-

Ditto-slipp-

Passenger Station Itunietl.
Cripple Creek, Colo., June 14. The
Midland Terminal passenger station
hero was burned early this afternoon
by a fire originating from lightning.
Officials of the road and others waiting for trains escaped injury. The loss
'

Is

estimated at

115.000.
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CONSPIRING

T HIRT JUSTICE

ALLIES' GUNS
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Atlantic Port, June 14. A story
of an all day fight yesterday with a
Gorman submarine off the Virginia
coast was brought here today by Cup-taiGeorge Aitkin, of the British
He said the raider
steamer Author.
gave up the chase seventy miles from
the Virginia capes, apparently feur-In- g
to brave the coast patrol.
is ono,
Captain Aitkin, whose ship
cf the few armed craft to he attacksince they came to
ed .by the
American waters, said the German
An

n

at

showed no disposition to como within
the range of tho guns of his armed
guard of British blue jackets, though
he trailed him at) long range fot
twelve hoors. Many shots were fired
without effect.
i

0'Leary and Arthur
Lyons Placed on Trialjn

John J,

Y, for Aiding Former's
ther to Escape,
IRV
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New York, June 14. Jeremiah A.
the New York lawyer und
Sinn Fein leader under Indictment
here for complicity In two German
New
csplonaije and treason plots, 7left
attired
Vork for St. lxuils on May
n
like
look
as
lo
"so
in old clothes
bum."
This assertion was part of Assistant
iistrict
Attorney Barnes' openinf
statement at the trial In federal court
O I.earv s urotlier. jonn j.
of
iod.iv
on
O'Le'ary, nnd Arthur b. Lyons
charge of conspiring to thwart justice
by helping him to escape.
O'I.eary fled on the evp of his trial
for publishing alleged seditious
nretlcles In the magazine
Bull, of which he was formerly editor.
Vrel a .'Frnnio Vp.".
Barnes told the court It would be
shown that Jeremiah O'lenry had expressed frnr that he would be "framed
up" on charges connecting him with
"a German spy plot" and that
Madame K. He Victorica, tho woman
named In the espionage and treason
plots would "open up and tell everyher dope.
thing unless she was given
He said the woman was addicted to
the use of drugs, the prosecutor
Arthur U Lyons' connection
with the alleged justice obstruction
when
conspiracy bceamo known today
that he had been
it. was revealed
named In a secret Indictment returned
He was arrested than
last Monday.
department
day in Phoenix, Ariz., Hehy had
accomagents.
of justice
had been
whom
he
by
panied O'Lcary.
investiemployed as a- confidential
gator,' faoin this city to St. Iuis,
O'U-arv-

1

'

KUUlllH

TO

ARM! SHATTERED

BRITISH VESSEL

5 TOTAL

ACCIDENTS

AIRPLANE

San Antonio. Tex., June 14. "Smil-in- g
I.ieut. Pat O'Hrien of Momcnce,

a

trans-Atlant-

REGISTERED JUN E

may find

Iff TO PREVENT

They'rcOverTherc

MOUSE

complete reports to the provost marshal general's office show that 744,885 BRITISH LOSSES LAST
"
young Americans who have become of
age during the past year registered
WEEK TOTAL 34,171
is
6.
This
for military service on Juno
cenof
estimate
the
266,724 below the
Y MORNINO.
JOURNAL
RCOiAL LRARRO
IMJ
sus bureau, but since more than 200,-00- 0
14?
British casualalready tiesLondon, June
unregistered 2t.year-old- s
In
the.week
maending to.
reported
are enlisted in .the army, navy or
rine corps the military authorities day totalled 34.171 officers and men,
find the result entirely satisfactory. of this number 4,447 being killed.
The casualties were divided a folArmy and navy estimates place the lows:
men enlisted at
number of
Officers killed or died from wounds,
This figure, combined with
208,588.
men, 4,216.
falling off in alien registration, give 231;
Officers wounded or missing, 899;
a total of 353,686, which means that
28,825.
the census bureau apparently missed
To HctIvp Treaty Fight.
the number of cligibles by only 13,000.
LOCAIj
f
Bo14.
Senator
The 1918 registration totals of westMorp Money for Fisheries.
Wnshnigton. June
A nummary of wrathrr conditions rah today notified the senate that he ern states include:
June 14. Secretary
Washington,
hours ending at would reintroduce his' resolution proArizona, 1.695; California. 18,834: Redfleld today sent a communication
for the twenty-fou- r
Maximum posing that treaties be considered In Colorado, 6,923; Kansas, 13,122; New to congress asking for an additional
6 p. m. yesterday follows:
1,6,315; appropriation of tjlO.000 for tho protemperature, 91 degrees; minimum. public, which was defeated. 6ft to 28. Mexico, 1,674; Oklahoma,
south6
31:
at
87;
SO; range.
during the fight on the Underwood Texas, 34,266;' Washington, 1,881,
p. m.,
tection of seal and salmon fisheries of
to
rule
senate
clear.
all
debate.
United
limit
west winds;
States, 744,863.
Alaska,
.

Wasliiiiuiou Is mil cvpccthi"; any aerial attacks, but should I bey conic, they'll
'find our own liue birds all set Tor them. The above piclure sliows a group
of 15 iicicliini's gctllim lead) for obsei'al Ion piii iu,-- s, Mtnicwbeie oer the
Atlantic.
'

,

Allied

14.-T-

All a Ion;; the AtlnntU' coast
l,cic I'nclc Sam's aviation Ktatlous aiv
located they're all M't lor tiny aerial dcvilliv that I lie Huns may attempt to
over
lirlim
here, l'lanes are II,Imi eonlliiiially over the ns near the shore
on the liHikoiit lor any pussiliiiiiy of tbc IIiiim luiiiieliing any of their fliers.
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From First Has

Annies and Then Sweep on
to the Channel Potts,
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A

day .
Representatives of the radical socialists presented a declaration affirm-inanew their deep sympathy In the
desire for independence of the Jugowho wish to
slavs and Czecho-Slavseparate themselves from the dominay
nnd to form
tion of
E. I.. Howe of New 1)rk, secretary an independent and immuted state.
of the National Retail Dry Goods association, at today's revenue bill' hear- NOMINATIONS ARE
ing before the house ways and means
committee.
MADE BY. WILSON
Frederick C. Durant of Philadelphia, a tetired sugar refiner urged
(RY MORNINR JOURNAL RPRCAL LRARLO W,RR
the committee to put a consumption
tax of 1 per cent or more on gross
Washington, June. 14. P. Semrtola
sales of every kind, in addition to all Jones of Ixuiisiana was nominated toHe
taxes.
other
estimated that
day by President Wilson to be miniswould be brought in by ter to Honduras.
such levy.
James H. Krye of tndianapolis, Ind.,
Representative Crisp of Georgia,no-a was nominated collector of customs
member of the committee, gave
for district No. 40, with headquarters
tice today that he would make a at Indianapolis, and Frank S. fleer, of
ofmake
to
all
and
state
federal
tdaho, to be register ot the, land offight
ficials, except the president and mem- fice at Poise, Ida.
to
bers of the supreme court, subject
all provision of the new tax law.

"Chicago, June 14. While a forest
fire that broke out near Blynn, Washand
ington, June 14, 1917, raged
forest respread to .the government
serve which Included fir trees used for
W.
ship nnd air plane cosntructlon, I.
W. agents succeeded in calling away
accordeighty of the 140 fire fighters, Federal
ing to witnesses today before 110
I. W.
Judge Tamils in the trial of
W. members.
The men who remained to fight the
fire were loyal citizens .according to
Bnvton Bevorldge, who was in charge
of the fire fighters.
George H. Webb, manager of a lumber company operating In that district
TRY MOR UNa JOURNAL SRVCIAL LBASKU WIRE
said he pleaded in vain with I. W. W.
their men
June 14. Secretary
qgents not to callto out
Washington,
save
the governhe hoped
McAdoo today denied the senate's re'
ment timber.
steps
quest for information as to what value
are being made to staWlizo the
New Fir and Tine Margins.
of the American dollar abroad. Asked
Washington June 14. The war in- for the information in a senate resodustries board today announced new lution, he replied that tn the opinion
maximum retail margins for fir and of President Wilson it would be Inadvisable to supply it at this time for
southern yellow pine for the governlumber require- fear it might reach enemy countries.
ment'", emergency
Agreements, Secretary McAdoo Bald,
ments for the period ending July St.
neutral
purchased at the Atlantic seaboard. have beenin made with some
The margins agreed to hy IIia price countries
Europe,and South Amerito
dollar's
of
the
ca
looking
protection
fixing committee nnd the industryto value
and negotiations are proceeding
rnir from $2 a thousand feet
with others.
I12.R0.
"However, I am directed by the
president to say," he wrote, "that ina
his judgment it would be incompati-public record at this time of the
THE WEATHER
terms of such agreements already
made or In process of negotiation, or
FORECAST.
of the other steps that have been taken or are in contemplation
Denver, Colo., June 14. New Mex. Lie with the public interest to make
Ico: Saturday generally fair; Sunday chiefly because of the very great value
tirrvttted: cooler Sunday northeast such information would be to the enemy."
portion: brisk southerly winds.
i

If

Wlm

June 14. Marriage
Washington,
since the enactment of .he selective
draft no longer will be accepted ur
cause fur exemption from military
service, except in the cases of men
who have become of age since June
5, 11117, who may he exempted If they
married before Jannury 15, 191S, the
date on which the joint resolution requiring their registration was introduced in consress.
Drastic amendments to the ilrafl
tonight
regulations wire announced Crowder.
by Provost Marshal General
are
boards
local
required
under which
to reclassify all cases involving such
on acclaims
Dependency
marriages.
count of children of such marriages
will be allowed where children ure
born or unhorn before June 9, 1918.
Order to State Ho:mIs.
Following is an order sent to all
s.ate draft executives:
"Please promulgate at once the following important umtndment to the
selective service regulations:
S.
"Rule five, section, seventy-two- ,
8. R., is amended to read as follows:
A.
of
fact
"Rule
The
dependency
resulting from the marriage of a eregistrant who has become twenty-onyears of uge since June ,, 1917, and
who has married Since the date of the
introduction of the joint resolution
in congress requiring his registration,
January IT,, 1918, will be disregarded as a ground fur deferred
classification.
"B. If ii regis. rant who has at.
tsined the uge of 21 tdnee June 5,
1917,. and who has Qn,lrtMUtt) fliWr
riage subsequent to the date of the
enactment of the selective service law,
May IS, 1917, but on or prior
to January 15, 1918, claims deferred
classification on the ground of dependency resulting from his marriage,
the fact of dependency resuming from
his marriage will be disregarded as a
classification,
ground for deferred
unless the dependent is a child of the
or
born
unborn on or prior
marriage,
to June 9, 1918, in which case such
(Continued on Page Two.)
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Arc Waiting to Tackle
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whole German wedge near Montdldier.
Cantlgny, recently recuptured from
the Germans by these forces, Is very.,,
close to tho point of maximum penetration achieved by the enemy In near-i- y
three months of desperate fighting.
,
Confidence In Cien. Foch.
Secretary Baker's reafflrtnlJiaMon
yesterday of American Confidence In
General Foch was made with full
knowledge, for Mr. Baker - waa 'In
Europe, in conference with the allied
chieftains, when the plan of campaign,
now beintf followed was worked out.
He knows why no effort has been
made to wrest the initiative from the
enemy.
Members of the house military
committee nt their weekly war department conference today were told
that Ihe stream of Americans steadily
moving to the front has resulted In a '"
noticeable stiffening of the whole al- lied line. The Germans, It was said,

apparently had .encountered greater
numerical strength than they expected to oppose their third great drive.
and had suffered heavier louses than
they probably had anticipated.
Among other things disclosed woa
the fact that Major General Hunter
Liggett has been selected to become
corps commander when tho American
forces reach that srength. and to
field
command the first American

,

'

nrmv when it Is organized. He commands the forces in the field now.

MEDICOS ADJOURN
ST, PAUL MEETING
IRV

NCRNINR JOURNAL RRIOAL

LRARIO

Wll

Chicago, June 14. The sixty-nint- h
annual convention of the American
Medical association adjourned today
after the house of delegates unanimously adopted a resolution urging
compulsory military training for all
young men before they were permit'
ted to vote.
New s'.andards for the guidance of
physicians in the physical examlna.
tioiis of draft registrants were pre-- i
sented to the medical aides from: alt
states by Lieut. Col. J. S. Easeby
Smith, ussistant to Provost Marshal
General Crowder at Washington, ana
MaJ. Hubert Work, medical adviser t
the provost marshal. These standards
are expected to make tha work of
Parnes asserted.
made medical aides to local boards mora
The clothes in which O
hl
uniform.
his flight were given him by
brother. John J., it was asserted.
Accidentally Slwit and Killed.
Skip-stoPlan Abamkmeil. skip-sto- p
Flnlay, Tex., June 14. Pete Wetp
The
zel, u road foreman, ma accidentally
F.l Paso, Tex., June 14.
here yesterday when
arrangement for street cars has shot and killed was
rifle which he
Mayor
carrying was
been ordered discontinued by
PerWna. with
railway
electric
State
The
Ranger
Charles Davis.
'
p
company inaugurated the skip-sto-in or- whom Wetssel made a trip from El
Paso, was with him at tha time of
on cars running to the suburbs
der to give better service and conserve the shooting. He sold Wetzel tosse4
the rifle to him and that it was ao.
fuel, the company officials announced.
Tho' cars stopped only at every sec- eidentally discharged, the bullet atrik
ond street crossing and the scheme ing Wetzel in the neck and killing; htm
Bt
caused so many protests the mayor Instantly. The body was taken to
" ' i
erra Blanca for burial.
ordered tt discontinued.
,

.
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14.
The German
offensive has been brought tcj a standstill, for the present at least, according to the view of French military ob
servers as expressed in an official dispatch received today from Taris.

Washington, ,)une

Corrugated Can.
CAJ.L

STANDSTILL

A

"Thursday's operations have conthe military results obtained
during Wednesday on the battle field,
which stretches from Montdidier to
the Oiso, and the situation appears to
be stabilizing more and more," says
"On the more importthe dispatch.
ant part of the front the enemy has
not undertaken any new efforts.

AT

firmed

Raabe
11S-11-

&

Mauger

North First Street

7

Mery find

he has

Courcelles

tried to make good his losses which
he suffered June 11. All his attempts
have proved in vain. This failure emphasizes the importance of the results obtained by the French counterattack on Thursday.
"In tile other zone of combat, between tile Aisne and the forest of
the situation Is equally
of the enemy
winterV good. The stubbornness
was great. On a front of ten Kiiome- ters the Germans have launched five
Coal Now.
(livisions forward, two of which were
fresh. The trifling gain obtained by
inn ii
them is out of all proportion to the
suffered.
Phone . . . 251 losses
"The French position in the principal resistance has been maintained,
hours the German
After forty-eigoffensive has hud to stop at least tern- -

AZTEC FUEL CO.
!

A

Store your

next

PTA FE MAN
!!

OF

American Casualties

II

FRANCE SENDS

porarily."

IMPORTANT COUNCIL
HELD BY JAPANESE

HI

1ml
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Tuklo, Friday, .luno 7 (by t tie Associated Press). An important council
attended by I'rince Fushimi, Field
TO
i
.Marshals Ynmagataand Terauchi (the
premier), Lieutenant General Oshimn,
i!
the war minister, and others, was held
t lie general staff office today. A
I (SPECIAL COI (IlfdNDIhCI TO ikjiin
kh.hnal' 'in
of the field marshals
II. Joint conference
j! Santa Fe, .1 rn- U.
has been summoned
Flamm, lieutenant
'j'. c. n. .v, land the admirals
; Commissionaire
milll.iric An rii i.inr' for .lune 10.
The entente governments of F.uropo
VV. S. A., 1J. (i. ;i2. Pram:-.- "
n;
i.e
o bringing
increasing pressure to
formidable. appearing address of a
bear to induce Japan to intervene in
legislative attache ni iio.stof-ficAmong the several French
employe ut Santa Ke, who is send- Russia. who
huve arrived in Tokio to
ing the museum for ils "war" eolbc-tion- : officers
One German iron cross, one Ger- consult with the general stuff is Major
man spiked helmet, one On man aviaPichon, who was head of the French
whose
tor helmet, one German time lus" of military mission to Husr.ia andPolsherecall was demanded by the
Bn incendiary bomb, ti n pieces of GerPichon is striving for inviki.
man shrapnel, on" pi.M e of
Major
wing
from n German aeroplane with the tervention in Siberia as a military neblack Maltese ro:,n, three j.ieci of a cessity with tho same energy that he
German
frame anil nine oppose Rumania's entrance into the
Zeppelin
step.
pieces of miscellaneous P rrn.-'-, a cipiip-Lien- war as an
Apparently, Japan is divided on tho
- He
of
intervention, but the
s
question
with Hie Jotter
taken at or near Toul. France, armv is undergoing severe training.
"in one picture i:i Flainm and Bcrtrnn areThe parties in favorfromof intervention
A. I. Kono-- i
finding support
Diaz, also of New Mexico, vho is an
electrician in the cviution service. The valoff, formerly minister of trade in
Russian
provincial government,
,two young men in their unifo rus the
stand by u Clernnin aeroplane brought and especially from Jules Destreo,
'Down by an American aviator on April who was appointed Belgian minister to
34, 1819. the picture.
being fallen Petrograd in August, 1917.
"It is urgently imperative for the
babotit twenty minutes after n spectneu-.Ja- r
air battle. Another photograph defense of the interests of the entente
mows the cathedral at Toul, another that there shall he a liberation of
.Shows the mtiseuin at Toul and two Russian people from German dominn
others are photographs nf type of ion," M. Dost ree declared. "The
railroad is the only remainShells and bombs usen in lacdi r:i wai- ing communication with the outside
fare.
world, and this could be destroyej
at any time by the German prisoners
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
of whom there are twenty thousand
under arms in Siberia.
"The destruction of tho
The City Scavenger cmipanv. own-,railroad would mean the comand operate,! by .1. II. peak, will
Continue in the scavenger business plete abandonment of Russia to the
Teutons.'1
a
,as
concern.
private
having
with the citv.
JIO official connection
will do business as collectors of
London, June 14. A dispatch to
garbage and refuse as in the past the Times from Tokio quotes the mil.Those of our old patrons, we hope to itary correspondent of the Tokio newscontinue doing their scavenger work paper Asahi as saying that the busus in the past. We are better cnuipped iness considered by the council at the
Dow than ever to nerve the public. general staff offices June 7 was the
We appe.il to the public in general for abolition' of the brigade system for tho
a pint of your business at least. It army, adoption of a corps system simis our desire fo give good service and ilar to the German and the increase of
to employ the best help that can he the army to twenty corps of two
had. When In need of a scavenger
each, witli each division conwagon, cull Tile City Scavenger com- taining three regiments.
pany. Phones 398 or 1S22. J. II.
Alterations also are contemplated In
Peak. Owner.
the navr, the correspondent adds.
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Washing. on, June 14. The army
11!
list today contained
casually
names, divided as follows:
Killed in action, 29; died of wounds,
0; died of accident, ;i; d.ed of disease,
6; wounded severely, 70; wounded, de.
gree undetermined, i missing in action, 0.
killed in Action.
Capt. Frank W. Hulett, Lewiston,
lie.; Lieuls. Finest Francis Sexton,
New
Ouricn, Conn.; George Klein,
York Ci.y; Sergeants Michael A.
Mich.; James L.
Sheboygan,
Corporals
Woodside, Stalevilre, ;S.
George Hall, Winchester, Ida.; Charles
O. llrown, Poplar llluff, Mo.; James
W. Brown, Phoenix Ciiy, Ala.; itiehard
S. Conover, East Greenwich, H. 1.;
Privates Michael liana Capsuek, Chicago; Joseph P. Carlson, .Nobble,
John Czyxyski,
Sweden;
Glasgow,
Mont.; James C. Floyd, lingers, Tenn.;
George D. Hutcliilis, Jlickuian, Ky.;
N'ikolaj Jaworski, Chicago; Harold J.
Johnson, penn Van, N. Y.; Ira II.
Justice, Trimble, Tenn.; John F.
Spalding, Ida.; Vincent M.
Y.; Romulus Mee-haWaterford,
LtisaHe, 111.; Frank J. Michael,
St. Louis: Hay A. Noyd, Waterloo,
Mont.; Thomas J. Powers, Garden
City, Kans. ; Charles H. Jlcedor, Sioux
City, la.; Samuel li. Kottenbt'ig, New
York Ci;y; Morris Salmcr, Jersey
City; Nicholas Schnidcr, Souckatchis,
Kussia; Puford Stewart, Monafile,
Ala.; Fidoesy Zitinetz, baoma, Wis.
Oiod of Wounds.
Privates Gordon Ward Hates, Fhel.
by. Mich.; John H. Coyle,
Prigton,
.Mass.; Frank K. Malone, Mount Hor-eWis.; Clyde Millai'il, Montpeliar,
nil. ; John A. Stange, Columbus, O.
lieil iif
I'rivatcs Willie Couch; Newman,
'In.; James Oodin, Chattanooga, Ga.;
W.lliam W. Foster, Willowliar, Okla.;
V'ale Holiien, Jell'erson, O. Clarence
S. Partriilge,
I.a Cygne, Kans.; John
W. Price, Council P.luffs, la.
IHcil of
.
Civilian If. C. Shaw, Cambridge,
Mass.; Privates George
W. Gehlea,
Brooklyn; Charles II. McCarthy, Tif- iiii, t.
Among the .severely wounded are:
Alfred II. Jester, Galveston, Tex.;
Paac D. Mills, Denisoii, Tex.; Farnest
Strickland, Center, Tex.
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We are doing more Kodak Finishing than all others in
Albuquerque combined.

TWICE DAILY SERVICE
HANNA & HANNA

MASTER PHOTOGRAPHERS

Albuquerque, N. M.
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Remember

Satisfaction Guaranteed

The Freemont Cash Grocery
SAVE MONEY BY OUR CASH AND CARRY PLAN

TODAY'S PRICES:
lb. box Bitter Sweet Chocolate,
ttilc
70c, sale
',4 lb. Bitter Sweet Chocolate,
40c, gale
80c
1 lb. Fruit CrlansVNougate Cara00c
mels, 75c, sale
1 lb. "White
House Chocolate,
1.00. sale
8.V

1

1

8

lb.
sale

Milk

J1.00,
85c

Chocolate,

ot. Cherries Chocolate,

sale)
1 lb.

Virginia

Chocolate,

sale
9

o. Fruit

fiOe,

40c
70c,
SOc

Crlan

Nougate

Lea & Perrins Worcestershire
30c
Sauce, ,i pint bottle
Del Monte Preserves,
15 on.
30c

jars

F.eeclinut

jars,

a

Grape Jams,
for

8

nr..

35c
for 25c

Kellogg Corn Flakes, 2
Cream of Wheat, 2 for ....'lSc
25c
Sapollo, 3 for
Star Naptha Washing; I'owder,
small size, 4 for
..25c
Home Dressed Hens, lh. ....30c
55c
Spring Chicken, lb
Fresh Creamery Butter . . . .45c
40c
Fresh Eggs
Nice Cantaloupes, 3 for ....25c
25c
and 2 tor

30V
Caramels, 40o
lb. can Alts, Coffee, 2 for 75c
Lea 6 Perrins ' Worcestershire
55c
Sauce, pint bottle
Alno have complete lino frcli fruits ami voKctaMes, all kinds of
cooked meats, cheese, pickles and olives for your Sunday outing lunch.
1

The Freemont Cash Grocery
887.
219 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE.
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moinino Journal special lfaeed wire:
Ll Paso, Tex., June 14. Because he
e
was a German, Albert Duttke, a
RE
stationed at Fort Bliss, was refused naiuralization papers by Judge
W. It. Smith in Tinted States disirict
court today. Duttke had previously
been
his citizenship but when
Washington Gives Out Names it wasgranted
(V MORNING JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRS
known he w.is a German, Judge
St. Paul, Minn., June 14. S. J.
Smith
ordered
the original papers
in
Recent
of Yankees-- Taken
cancelled and refused to issue new Konencump, president of the Comin ones. Duttke claimed be was being mercial Telegrapher's Fnion of AmerRaids by Huns; Total
ica, declared tonight that President
persecuted because of his birthplace.
Wilson's action in asking telegraph
German Hands Now 349.
officials to accept findings of the naMack Trent, Exeter, Va.: Barney Log- tional war labor board, probably
1ST MORNINft
l.tACCO WIRS1
JUURNfL
result In some solution of the
Pnnauelphia, Pa.; Osborne Holm, would
June II. An addi- in,
Washington,
controversy before a strike of the
Vernon, Wasn.; captured .March
J,
tional list of forty American prisoners l'JIS, at Lorraine.
Western Union Telegraph's operators
of war in German prison camps was
Paul M. Swenson, New York City, is called..
"Although our ultimatum to the
made public tonight by the war 'de. now ut 'Juihel, formerly at Schneiu-ineuh- l,
the
capt tired November ;;o, liili, Western Union expires tomorrow noon
partment. It was reported
we are going ahead with our
and
Prussian war rnimstiy and was for- ut GoUKccourt,
plans for tho strike, 1 am confident,
At Parchim (formerly at Guest-rowwarded to the American legation at
that President Wilson will find some
Nathalhiel Bennett, San FranPerne by tho Spanish embassy at Ber"
way of averting the threatened
cisco, and itichard Netiierwood, Oaklin.
"Thus far I have reThe last list of prisoners showed a land, Calif., captured July 9, 1917, ceived henosaid.
Intimation of his plans, but
total of S49, of whom 1.1:'. were sol- Pacific ocean.
I
feel sure ho will insist that the
Leo Graham, North Portland, Ore
diers and 2i(i civilians, including'
board's findings be accepted."
sailors.
gon, and Victor Henry, Mosmuns, Sydney, N. 8. W., cur oreit Jir.y Li, 1917.
now. twentv-on- e
urn
cantiireil Frank Casey. K .nsas "City, captured
at I.aon, Chateau Salins. Most of the August ti, 1917 Pacific: ocean. Axel ECONOMIES URGED
others were members of the crews or Leo Anderson, Aiken, Sweden, capIN USE OF COAL
were passengers on ships captured tured JiinerDS, 1917, Pacific ocean.
at sea in the South pacific or Indian
At. lloi.minden, (formerly at Guest-row1SV MORNINO
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
oceans. The 1st follows;
Civilian
Frederick lla.xiou,
Atlantic City, N. J., June 14. MemFirst officer Mathcw Buckard, San London, captured September 2I, 1917,
bers
of the National Electric Light
Francisco,
captured July 9. 1917, Indian ocean.
In convention here, were
South Pacific, is a prisoner at Ileidel-bur- g
At Leshfeld, (formerly at Giessen): association,
y
by Charles E. Stttart of the
at
Aviator Herschel Mackee,
Karlsruhe).
(formerly
Sergeant
At Camp Limbing: Sirgeant John Indianapolis, Jnd., captured February United States fuel administration that
A. Sheehan, Hartford. Conn.; Privates S, 19IS, Chateau Salins.
plans for the conservation of power
call for the most drastic econHarry K. Birney, New Haven. Conn.;
At Guestrow:
Harold
Stinessen, supply
in the use of coal.
omies
Kugene p, Curtiss, Xorihfield, Conn.; Narusus, Norway, captured July 13,
These, he pointed out. are to be
Albert M. Kennedy, Hartford, Conn.: 1917, Pacific ocean.
G rover C- Lehhauser,
effected by the application of skip-sto- p
At Saarbruken: Thomas Hitchcock,
Glnnridge, N.
to railways, regulations of car
J.;' William F. Marvin, .New Haven, Sergeant Aviator, West Bury, N. Y.,
Conn.; James Morun. 'ew Haven. captured March (!, 1918, at Chateau heating and lighting, economy of
Conn.; Dennis P. .O'Connor, Water-bur- Salins. (According to u cablegram re- power and light In factories, utilizaof excess water and
1".
O'Connor. ceived from the International
Conn.; William
Hed tion of power system;
New Haven, Conn.; Carl Schnltz,
limiting power
Cross June 4, 191s, Sergeant Hitchto
plants, and economies In the reConn., captured February 2S, cock has been transferred to Camp
Ice
and
at.
manufacturing inI91K,
frigerating
Laon).
Laborer James Smith, parents in Ciesson.)
dustry.
Kddio
was
on
who
Martin,
captured
Florida, now at Limlnii'K, formerly at
at
Coiilenz. captured .March 4, I91S; the Italian front, isHis prisoner not
is
address
Camp
Wittenbiirg.
29 YOUNG MEN IN
pjace of capture unknown.
known, nor has the war
At ileidelburg
formerly tit Karls- been aide to identify him. department
COUNTY
SANDOVAL
ruhe): Capl. John Arnold Bloni, Abo,
Finland, captured, November ;j(), 1917,
REGISTERED JUNE 5
at Cape of Good Hope: Second Officer NO WASTE OF STEEL
Adolph Colstad, Seattle, Wash., capWILL BE TOLERATED rSPBCIAI CORRSBPONDSNCS TO MORNINO JOURNAL!
tured November lie, t'.H7, South Indian ocean: Chief Officer Fdw. Moore,
Bernalillo, N. M., June 14. Tho folI'reeport, Nova Scotia, captured
lowing persons who have reached Hie
BY MORNlriO
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE1
of 21 since July 5, 1917, registered
30, 1917. Indian oeeon; Capt.
Washington, June 14. Government age
Anten Olson, Oakland, Calif, captured
conti-oof the distribution of steel will in Sandoval county on June 5, 1918:
30,
1917,
New Caledonia: First
Ftdez Gutierrez,
Sandoval;
July
Clory
be permitted to retard the proofficer Hitmar Richardson. Willapa. not
Sandoval; Rmilio Alary, Jr.,
of
duction
petroleum and oil gas Tenorlo,
Wash,, captured July
Sandoval; Frank Griego, Sandoval;
1917, south which are considered essential to th
Pacific; Capt. Robert
Trudgett, war, the oil division of the fuel ad- Jicginaldo Wagner, Sandoval; Nasarlo
captured June 10, 1917, South Pacific-Secon- ministration announced today.
Martinez, Sandoval; Marcos Montoya,
officer Charles Bowman, capThe petroleum industry Is warned, Dominguez; Necasio P.aca, La Jara,
tured July 14, 1917, Indian ocean.
however, that every pound of steel tir Frank Gutierrez, La. Jara; Osillas
At Tuchol, (formerly
at Darm- other essential commodity
Cuba: Fidel Garcia, Plaeitas;
diverted
stadt): Sergeant John J. Payne,
from ships, airplanes and munitions Lichard Robert Stackhouse, P.egina;
N. V.; Privates Rudolf M.
Backus, will hold back the government's pro- Antonio Valencia, Casa Walazar; Emtl-ian- o
Brhlgeman, Mich.; Matheus fiousa'
Sain,
Onesimo
Perea, Jemez:
Santa Fe, Calif.; Hans Larsen, San gram.
the announcement Jemes Springs; Evrardo Gurule, Pena
"Therefore,''
Francisco, Calif.; Hugh O'Neill, ClinMareelino
"no
Fidel
continue,
Sena, Pena
truly patriotic citizen Blanco;
ton, HI.; Samuel Peters, Sedalia. Mo.: will consume these
valuable commodBlanco; Andres Abelino Mares, Pena
Adclbert
Morey, Fremont,
Minn.; ities wastefully."
Blanco; Tomas C. de Baca, Bernalillo;

UNCLE
SAM

la

PRISON CAMPS

sol-di-
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DIFFICULTY

By Getting
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BC-I-

it??-f-
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For Gold and Silver
Wonderful

A

):

V

Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odds
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

tolil-toda-

War Savings
and

e,

Thrift Stamps
Mrs. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

I

l

I

regis, ration upon satisfactory proof
being made shall be classified in class

a

.

Val-berd- e,

Claim.
Disregard
"(.'. If a registrant, other than one
who has attained the age of 21 years
since June 5, 1917, who has contracted marriage since May IX, 1917,
claims deferred classification on the
ground of dependency resulting from
his marriage, the fact of dependency
resulting from his marriage will be
disregarded as a ground for deferred
classification, unless the dependent is
a child of the marriage, horn or unborn ottor befo'-- June 9, 1918, In
which case such a registrant npjn
satisfactory proof being mado shall
be pluced in class 2.
".Nothing contained in this amend-ment to rule 5 shall be construed asj
requiring the transfer to class 2 of
any registrant who has been finally
classified in class 1 on the affirmative
finding that his marriage since May
IN, 191", was made with the
primary
view of evading military service.
"Instruct all local boards forthwith
fo reclassify all cases involving marriage since May IS, 1917, In "accordance with above."
DeiH-ndcnc-

Ba-co-

Elias
Higino Griego, Casa Salazar;
Sanlillancs, Bernalillo; Emiliano Sandoval, Bernalillo; Vicente Perez, Bernalillo; Antonio V. Montoya, Bernalillo;
Guadalupe Gutierrez,. Bernalillo;
Trujillo, Blanco: Cristino
Pena Blanco, Jose Torres, Sandoval; Perfecto C. do Baca, Jemez.
Cris-osto-

,

Women of the American Army nrc
serving; luiicli Miriav. Corner of Third
stre'ct and Gold avenue.

e
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Paris, June
During the course
of Friday there was no fighting between the infantry on any sectors of
the battle front. There was considerable artillery activity In the Hangard
wood, south of the Aisne and in the
sector between Vlllers Cottercts and
Chateau Thierry. American troops are
on the battle line near Chateau Thierry. This information is contained in
the French official communication issued this evening, me text of which
follows:
"There was no infantry action during the day. The arMllery fighting
was rather lively in theSlangard wood
to the south of the Aisno and in the
and
region between
'
Chateau Thierry.
"To the material captured from the
enemy on the 11th of Juno should be
added nine gunB. Including heavy ones
and forty machine guns.
"Our chasing air squadrons have
brought down five airplanes and two
cjiptivc balloons. Seven other German
mai hyies have been put out of action."
14.

ODDS AND ENDS

Ladies' and Children's
At Genuine

Villers-Cottere-

SHOES

Saving Prices

A SPECIAL EVENT
--

ENGLISH

Queen Quality Shoe Department

(T MORNINO JOURNAL SMCIAL L BASED WSf I
London, June 14. "There is nothing new to report' from any of tho
fronts," says the war office communication Issued this everting.
Dun's Weekly Ilcvlcw.
New York"
14. Dun's review
tomorrow will say:
af"Great fundamental changes,
u.nd foreign
fecting both domestic
commerce, are of freepient occurrence
and cause considerable hesitation but
less unsettlement and confusion than
might have been expected. Close coInterests
operation between private
and representatives of the government
promptly effected wherever the occasion requires 't, render the many economic adjustments easier of accomplishment, and the absence of conspie-ou- s
disturbance in any quarter continues a gratifying and reassuring

feature.

Food Riots in Russia,
liondon, June 14. A despatch to
the Exchange Telegraph from Moscow
says food riots have occurred nt Kineshma, In the government of Kostroma,
where a crowd of 20.000 persons
the sovtot offices.
Machine
guns wem used , to disperse the crowd,
a number of persons being killed 6lwounded.

-

A Thrift Stamp a day Isn't enough
ll yon can cave mora.

Est your lunch with tlvp Wonw, of
lh Anwriron Army, coriKr of Third
street and Gold avcipio, (oday

Introducing Our New

Doors Open at 9 A. M.
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w
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Saturday, June 15, 1918.
FLAG RAISING AT

chine to crush the world. They looked on the United States as a storehouse of luxury Intending later to take
it over."
Germans to Dust.
Captuin Reid said the war was not
only a war of economic forces hut a
war of moral forces.
Germany has
made the mistake that might can win.
He emphasized the part labor is playing in the war by referring to the
transportation department which has
been taken over by the government.
Kvery man lie said who Is workins
for the transportation department is
working for the government. lie
urged the men to work just a little
harder and longer for the sake of the
country at this time.
'The man who is doing his work
merely for his salary is not serving
his country." he added. "We will win
the war and we will go to Berlin if
necessary to do it. As the Germans
do not know the sacredness of a
treaty we will have to beat them to
dust."
Following his address Mr. Ueaney
again took the stand and made an appeal for the lied Cross, vequesting
persons to cast their eyes on the flag
and to think of the men overseas
when the Red Cross workers came
along, and then he added they would
go down deep in their pockets for the
sake of those fighting for America.
Led by the women employes of the
agent's office the crowd then joined
in singing of "America."
Following
this a flag salute was given by threo
small boys which proved a feature of
the program. The boys were: James
.1. Heaney, Jr.. Paul Manning and Edward Alf. The exercises were concluded with a cheer for Old Glory by
,
the members of the O. A. It.

SPRIER

DEMOCRATS MAY

CRILD

Hot Weather Is Here

r.--

RAILWAY STATION

I JELL

ATTENDED

Captain W, C, Reid Delivers
Two Addresses to Employes
of Santa Fe; Beat Germans
to Dust He 3ays,
Many members of the Grand Army
of the Kopublie who are here to attend their annual encampment, the
railway yard and station force as well
as many other citizens attended the
second flair raising of the day at the
Santa Ke station yesterday afternoon.
Capt. W. C. P.eid was the speaker for
the occasion, he having also addressed
the employes of the shops nnd roundhouse at a flag raising in the morning. About 800 employes heard the
morning exercises.
The program at the station In the
afternoon began with the bugle call
Kivcn
by Kred K. Ellis. James J.

lleaney, assistant yardmaster, acting
as chairman took the
stand and after
expressing his satisfaction for the
large attendance, briefly outlined the
Hunt for HogiiH Sheriff.
purpose of the occasion. Following
the raising of the flag Mr. lleaney inChicago, Juno 14. Sheriff James
troduced Captain Ileid.
Baker of Howie county, Texas, arThe latter opened his address by rived here tonight to take Henrietta
paying a tiibuto to the members or May Edwards, also known as June
the Grand Army and to the Santa Fe Cox, hack to Texarkana. Ark., as a

MIIEJUOGE

IS ACCIDENTALLY

Curtis Brown, Aged 4
Years, Meets Death When
,22 Rifle in Hands of

rlKCIAL OI.PATCH
X. M.,

TO

Springer
was shocked this evening when the
4
year-old
son and only child of A
11.
Itrown and wife was killed hy the
accidental discharge of a .32 rifle in
,
the ' hands of
aged
12. The rifle had been left in the car
of Frank Dacey. a neighbor of the
i.iowiir, and wnue ne was ansent the
Frampton by got the gun. The next
thing heard was the report of the shot,
followed by the scream of the child
and little Curtie Brown staggered a
few feet and fell with a bullet
through his heart. 11c died almost

Call for many Shirts shirts with
style beauty of pattern and fit.
You'll find here one of the largest
selections of Silk Shirts in the city at

15.00

Hot Weather Clothes
That Are Above the Average

to 8.50

.

B. V. D. and Manhattan

Athletic Underwear

Shirts; 30 to 46
J)rawers; Union Suits .34 to 46. Fill
standard is rapidly broadening
Summer needs today.
Men truly will appreciate the your
excellence of tailoring and fit,
the character and style
White Flannel Trousers
found in ''Wright Clothing
at $6.00
Company's" hot weather
garments for men.
The popular demand for'
.summer garments of high

'Sizes from

34 to 46

Our varied stock of fabrics in

Worsteds and

Tropical-weig- ht

Mohairs
Assures you of a wide range of

individual patterns and
great values at

5.00 and 127.50

122.50,

under one of
Smile at
our cool Straw Hats; they give
the-hea-

t

that easy comfort feeling to face
the hot breezes. Panama, Leghorn,
Bangkok, Sennit, Split and , all the
other Straw family.
you

&.IH)

to

10.00

Judge Kichardson

j

judge yesterday afternoon, "provided
tile democrats Rive me tne nomination."
Judge Richardson if nominated said
his main platform would I'o that ho
and
American
Was 100 per cent
.No matter who
against
the president if Judge Kichardson
said he would support him on all war
measures, even ft it should happen to
be Theodore Koosevelt lie added.
He praised President Wilson's Mexican policy, saying that he had kept
the country out of war with Mexico,
which he said was the proper course
in view of the present war and considering that the Mexican trouble, has
been largely due to Germany.
.lodge Kichardson said lie had been
urging and will urge a giant of lands
trom the federal government to the
(iate lo be sold and leased, the proceeds of which should go lo the draining of the Kio Grande and I'ecos valleys. He said he favored a system
of public schools anil a system of public highways for the state.
"In looking over the Kio Grande."
he said, "tin was coming over It yesterday afternoon I realized that if
this valley was properly drained nnd
this state real hod a population of
.'!, 000, 000,000
will with
which it
that valley under drainage and proper cultivation it would feed the population of the state and more. At present the state is producing not to exceed five per cent of what it would
produce with drainage and proper cultivation."
Judge Kichardson came to New
.Mexico from Kentucky in 18XK, and
started the first law office in Itoswell.
lie was twice a member of the territorial senate before .New Mexico was
admitted to the union, twice a member of the democratic convention and
a member of the constitutional convention of 'New Mexico.
In 1904 he
was appointed by the supreme court
as a special commissioner to take the
testimony In the case of the state of
Kansas versus Colorado regarding the
waters f the Arkansas, lie has been
on the bench for six years, being once
appointed by Governor McDonald and
once elected.

;"

participating.
A large number of Gorman Albatross machines attacked the bomlwrs
after they had performed their mission'
and wore returning home. Three of
the Albatross attempted to cut out
twr of the American bombers but
themselves wero attacked by other
American primes. The fight continued
until the machine reached the battle line, when the Germans rotired.
All the American aviators returned
safely, although they had been heavily shelled by

anti-aircr-

batteries.

Baroneourt lies about forty-si- x
miles northeast of Verdun. It is possible that Domgcy is a mutilated
spelling ofDonirey, a village on the
SECOND KXCIRSIOX IS
MAPI; HV V. S. AIRMEN
With the American Army in France,
14 (by the Associated Pross.)
second excursion of American
bombing planes was made late this
afternoon behind the German lines
AH returned safely, notwithstanding
fire and having to repulse the attacks of two German airAmerican
machines
Five
planes.
launched seventy bombs weighing two
kilos each, on the railway station and
t
adjoinlngg building at Conflans.

June

A

anti-aircra- ft

,

Phone

quart

$2.35

307 West Central.

76.
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FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS

ADDRESSES

GIVEN

AT ELKS

FLAG SERVICES

"V

M

i '

1

The stnndard set by members of thfl
Klks lodge at formor Flag day exor
cises was more than equaled at their
itnnuul Klag day services given at th
Klks lodge rooms last night. Kegard-les- s
of a nolo on. tho program
the audience not to apphtifd
any of tho numbers, many were applauded, and, If it had not been far
the request, it is likely that many 6t
tho musical numbers would have been
encored.

Si W
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Gariliicr and llargucrilo (' luytoit apix iir loilay only at the ''li"
luck
r
in "Tlie Might Workers."

for something to tost his teeth upof,
TIIK TIIl'.ATKISS TODAY.
Theater Jack Gardner and digs up a well lined pockctbookIn that
tlte
crooks have buried
Marguerite Clayton starring in "The some
attempts
also another epi- grouniH And when Chailie has
Night Workers";
thus
money that
of
and
sode
the lo spend the in
"Vengeance
a ncurby c,c. ho
been provided
Woman."
Mm
career,
of
meets the lag moment
l
Opera House "Tho Tyton's 'for it brings him into contact with a
Claw." two-reepisode; "The End of iK.'iutcuuu cabaret singer, who Is hertli rtun," and a comedy, "A Fire Esself starved for love and kindness.
cape Klnish."
will also be repeated the
Thtrc
Thculer Ilepeating "lllue Neidoi' and the Christie comedies.
Ideal
blood," a great Selexart. plcturp with
Howard Hickman In tlio leading role; AT 'I'll K "H."
also the reid of "Pat lie News."
What is undoubtedly the bent work
I.yrie Tlieuter Cliarlie Chaplin In that Marguerite Clayton has done. In
"A
his million dollar comedy,
Dog's her vareer as a photoplay actress is to
Life," proved a ldg card nt the Lyric be seen in "rhc Night Workers," curyesterday and is hoing repeated to- rent Ivisanay feature dealing with tho
day; also tiie Nestor comedy and the life bv night in the large cities.
In her latest f cat urn, "The Night
Christie comedy.
Pastime Theater- - Those who failed Workers," she Is Keen ill the rolo of a
to see Clara Kimball Young yesterday girl reporter who is placed among the
in "Shirley Kayo," can see tier today dangcr.i and temptations of night life.
as the play is heitig repeated; also the After many thrilling experiences ahe
Mutt and Jeff cartoon, "Back In the esrapis unscathed. Jack Gardner, of
Balkans."
stage fame, appears opposite Miss
Clayton in this production.
This play Is on today only at the
AT TIIK IDKAl.
The surest sign of u man's mental "it" theater, followed by an episode
AT

"IV

Cry-itn-

tell us, Is
dissolution, psychologists
flung out when ho indulges In magNero hnd his
nificent dissipation.
hanging gardens, Irf)ui XVI had his
Versailles with its love courts, ami
other rules and men of
countless
power have had their pavilions, tneir
pleasure palaces and their retreats,
secret and otherwise.
Decadent modern millionaires have
their "studios" and mountain lodges,
concealed until some tragedy reveals
.i,;- - oviMtonpo to the nubile. In view
of this it is only natural that the
authors or "Hlue Hiooo a neiexan
Hickm.an,
starring Howard
drama
n. like form of in
1,1 tiuvn Hnvised
dulgence for the principal character
In their play, ite is rtpem-the last of a long line of supwho
posedly aristocratic ancestors,
marries a girl of fortune without inJellhis
ing her of the taint of madness
blood.
This great play Is being repeated at
the I.vrie theater today, with the reel
of Pn'the Weekly" pictures.

tmi: i.vnir.most
atHunger,
the
at

hot-do-

wats

2- -

$60.00

R. F. MEAD, Manager.

primitive of alf
emotions, according to psychologists,to
motive-thsupplies punch in
is the
many of the important scenes
new
$1,000,000 comChaplin's
Charlie
Is being
edy 'A Dog's Life," which
Lyric theater today.
repeated at the of
the story Charlie
At the opening
is awakened from his outdoor sleepcorner by the
ing quarters in a fence
tantalising odor of a steaming viands
g
Women of the American Army are offered for sale by topassing
a number of
Corner of Third vendor. This leads
serving lunch today.
the police.
spirited adventures with
street and
ll avenue.
ambition to eat
resent Charlie'snanflt
wAo
w..
fp. Tjflter
Wl nmil DUftiMK
Journal
Bring iesuits, on. Charlie's faithful' flog, famishing

Offer IteslHtanrw.
'
Moscow, Saturday, June 8 (by the
Associated Press). Fierce resistance
is being made by the peasants In the
Mohilev
provinces of Minsk and
against German attempts to restore
the land to the landlords. Several detachments of Germans have been annihilated by the enraged peasantry.

- quart
2- quart
1-

Whitney Hardware Co.

MORNINC JOURNAL SPECIAL LCA.ED WINI)

rt

LIGHTNING
FREEZER

150 lbs. Ice

$25.00

'

liomgcy-Haroncou-

f

Look over our line of Ice Picks, Ice Tongs, etc.
Full line Ice Tea Glasses, Ice Tea Spoons, etc.

Si

With the American Army In France,
June 14 (by the Associated Press.)
The first American bombing squadron
to operate l.ohind the front successfully raided the
rail,
way at a point northwest of liriey.
lain Wednesday,
many
dropping
bombs. It is belicvod that several direct hits were inado by the five planes

Mi

1-

00 lbs. Ice

601 ATTACK
OVER OUF! LIS

haiiavay isAMERICANS
gkkman RAIIWn
ttY

.1

OAK LEAF

OUT

Washington, June 14. Details of
the American aircraft bombing expe- ditlon over the enemy lines June 13
were reported by General I'ershing tonight in addition to yesterday's .communique. Five planes currying out
the attuck dropped eighty bombs and
returned safely utter fighting off
three German pursuit machines.
The dispatch said:
"Bombing expedition reported June
13 Was executed by five of our planes,
observed to hit a warehouse ut the
station. Poor visibility prevented effect of others being ascertained, but
our aviators believe that all dropped
in area where they are likely to have
produced useful effect. Our planes
were attacked by three German pur.
suit machines but all returned safely,'

tyy-T-

Quadruple Motion
.$2.25
Galvanized Lined
$2.60
White Lined.
3- $3.25
quart
. . .$12.00
25 lbs. Ice .
$30.00 4- - quart
$3.85
.. .$15.00 80 lbs. Ice
45 lbs. Ice .
.$1.75
Ice
lbs.
G3 lbs. Ice .
100
$35.00
...$18.00
BUzzard Freezer
White Lined
Porcelain.
Gray
C: lbs. Ice
$2.00
$20.00
quart

AMERICAMSGARBY
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t
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BAY STATE

1

llasants

'The Exclusive Men's Store."

Is it

was)

in Albuquerque yesterday on his way
to Santa fe.
"i will bo u candidate," said the

i

Co.
Clothing
Wright

'

Kuiuiplsoi

A.

railroad near liaroncourt.

Summer Headwear

"

the Judges

rratic ticket.

Vernon-Krampton-

These
Coatless and
ShirtSleeve
Days

Roswell

of Uoswcll,
of ih fifth judicial
district, will be one of the state's
candidates for tin' nominal ion to the
I'nited Suites senate mi the deiue- ono of

--

instantly.
The mother is prostrated with grief,
and all Springer deplores the untimely end of the beautiful child.
Mrs. A. Thomas, a trained nurse,
was ealleilMo the stricken home and
opened a door which she thought led
to the bed room. She got the cellar
door instead and fell to the bottom
of the stairway, breaking her right
arm and bruising herself quite badly.

oF

War Measures,

in All

Judgo G.

14.

witness in a lienor case, aud learned
that a man had been impersonating MEN F.ROM BEACHED
him several hours earlier. The sheriff, after satisfying himself that the
LINER' REACH PORT
of the
woman is not the victim
"headless woman murder" case in this
(V MORNINO JOURNAL RRtCIAL IBASCO WIRK)
county, but the missing witness, began
St. Johns, N. F., June 14. Eighty
a search with the aid of the police for
men
from the Cunard liner Ascania,
the bogus sheriff.
which ran ashore off the southwest
coast of Xew Foundland early today,
Parade ThrongH Wirels.
Geneva, June 14. American and reached Cape Ray on a coasting
Krltish prisoners, together with French steamer tonight. They Veported that
government.
"Germany alone," he said, "stood colonial troops recently captured by the ship was likely, to prove a total
out for the rule of the few. Germany the Germans, are being paraded wreck.
The liner struck alongside the lighthas for years prepared for this oc- through the streets of the Rhine towns
casion. What they have done for the to impress the population, according house at the entrance to Rose Blanche
in
harbor and completely blocked the
Individuals has been done to make lo advices from Sfrassburg received
channel.
the individuals a part of the war ma- - Basel.

M

dent

MORN, NO JOUWNAO

June

Richardson

A,

to Be Candidate; If Nominated Would Support Presi-

Boy Is Discharged,

employes who had Bought so libcraUy
of Liberty Bonds.
"The sacrifices that were made in
18K4," he said, "saved the nation. The
sacrifices we are making today will
not only save-thnation but will save
the world. The war we are fighting
will liberate millions from the bonds
of autocracy."
The speaker then referred to the
way in which the nations of the world
had recognized democratic forms of

t8Tt5ERi

G,

-2

Springer,

We are prepared with a complete line of hot weajther necessities.
We guarantee our prices as low as any in the city. All prices in
plain figures'

FOR U. S. SENATE

SHOT AND KILLED

.

!

-

of "Vengeance

and tho Woman."

Ijirge Cowil Attended.

The chief speakers of the evening
were Itahbl Molse Bergman and 'tho
Hon. C. M. Hotts. The former made
a masterly trlhuto to the American
flag. Ho said in opening that the
American flag was a historic origin
and from the conflicts in which It was
born it had brought more good than
all of the Crusades or all of the wars
'
in the past.
"It contributed a new 'word, 'Liberty,' " he said, "and had given a nev
idea and a new meaning to the fireside, that of the brotherhood of man.
It had been the chief pilot of the seas
and the chief trail maker of the forests and plains.
"It was foreordained that this iia
was to lead all others in the flight t
all centuries. The Hug has nevnr nn(
never will know a surrender, and wuj
play on inipovt'int part in placing thn
Huns in th- - tei ulclier of oblivion aril
in removing the blot of prussianisra
from Humanity. The flutf is destined
to win the war and save tha worM
from strife and usher In peace. May
It ever be the flag of our union, odr

country."
Mr. Bolts opened hs address with
n. brief tribute to the flag.
The stoHr
of our land Is glorious, he said, yet
we are now in the most vital period
of all our history.
Must

1W

All Necessary.

"Our fathers," he said,, "furnished
this nation with tho ideal of llhertu.
We are now called upon to aay whether that liberty is worth savinf, tti
vindicate our ralliera.
Thank Gotf
that America stands beneath the
Stars and Stripes for right and liberty
as she always has."
The speaker said that we must noi
blind ourselves to the truth. It wa
unfortunate, he continued, that some
regard it as necessary to show onljf
tho silver lining of every dark cloud,
that arises. We must know the truth
in order that we may do all that W
necessary for us to do to win.
"This war will not be won," he cotw
tinned, "by President Wilson alonq;
nor by General Pershing nor by the
alone although they d.jl
soldiers
serve the greatest glory hut it wlW
won
be
by the American people as
whole. '
"The
war will be won," he con"
eluded, "when Amoriean'grlt and dnaj
termination, once alive, are thrown,
into the fray to remain there untatt
a
-

AT TIIK I'ASTIMK.
Clara Kimball Young, who will appear at tht Pastimo theater today
for the last time, in ".Shirley Kayc,"
one of last season's most popular stage
successes, has added to her forces
Corliss Giles.
in "In Shirley Kayc," Mr. Giles
plays the part of John Itowson. the
young railroad magnate with whom
whom Shirley first flirts and men ians
in love.
Mr. Giles' work in this picture Is a
forecast of a record of brilliant
achievement In his new field.
Is achieved."
There will also be repeated the Mutt victory
The musical part of tfie .program:
nnd Jeff cartoon, "Buck In the Hal. consisted
of solos by Miss Hortense:
kans."
Switzer and several selections by the
Pnlversity quartet. A feature of th5
KXC'ITIXG KPISODI".
program was the. "Liberty Bell" alta(
i' Wild,
rugged mountain sceners service
carried out by members of tho,
itdds to tho effectiveness or the eighth
other numbers consisted o
a ml, the lodge,
"Vengeance
episode 'of
of the history of the flajg
the
reading
wonWoman," Greater Vitagraph's
II. V. Fagan and the reading oij
by
will
which
melodrama
derful
serial,
the members of the lodge who arc
tin seen ut the "li" theater today. An now in
military service by the necS
old utitisi d mine shaft and tunnel ami retary. Frank
The progrant;
StorU.
"Ix-vU'Slide." In the heart of the was concluded with the
a
singing oL
.are
in
'
southurn California
Sierras,
"America."
Z
tho settings for thrilling struggles between William Duncan (Henry Hlake)
4
Timely Warning, .
and Carol Holloway ( IScssie Itlake),
Don't wait until the last minute bllU
and the outlaws led by Hlack Jack. act as 'ion as the first indications ot
Mr. Duncan and Miss Holloway take a bilious attack appear, and you cai
the leading parts in tho serial. He usually ward it off. You havd timely,"
also directed the serial.
warning as your appetite fails som
hours before the attack apppearS and
Kilt your lunch with the Women of you keep on eating because if is meat
i
the
Army, corner of Third time. Skip one meal and take a dos
street and Gold avenue, tislay.
of Chamberlain's Tablets and ths at
tack can as a rule be prevented anij,-Ann at once, all the distressing symptoms avoldedU
Join the "Two-nit- "
:
The Red Cross ladies want you,
Try t.
-

s

'

'

Anx-rleai-

;

n

Albuquerque Morning Journal,
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Peyton
Nw York
Chicago
Cleveland
St. Louis
Washington
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JOUKNAL

New York, June 14. Now York
raised its National league champion-- 1
ship pennant hero today and cclcbrat-- i
ed the occasion with a shutout over)
Chicago. It gave the New Yorks ani
even break on the series. Score :
Chicago.
E.I
AH. II. 11. TO.
4
U
H
vf
rUwk,
1
4
3
0
Holloi'lier,
U
0
0
0
Mann. If
II
II
o
io
Merkie, lb

0.

2 IN NINTH AMD

A. A. HOLDING

WIN FROM REDS

SESSION

I

1VI.
..'!i::

22

2!l
25
2S
24
'25

21
21

.5K6

25

.52R

24
2S

.500
.472

1

29
30

.Sf.

Witli Two Out, Two on Bases, Annual

.543

TODAY

mr MOINIM JOU.M.L IMCI.L liaiid w.ii
With a number of visiting comrades
With the scoff and delegates at. ending the sessions.
St. Louis. June 14.
4 to 3 In Bostons favor In the ninth,
the G. A. ft. state encampment opencn
with two men on base and two uu,s. here yesterday morning and will con-- ,
Sothem,
for
Pete Johns, pinch hitting
ti imc today.
tripled past Strunk, scoring Ue.dcon
The conference opened with busiand Austin, St. Louis winning. Ruth ness meetings yesterday morning audi
runs
baited in three of Boston's
things or
afternoon at which variouswere
disScore:
importance, .and in;en st

NATIONAL I.KA4UF..

St. Louis at Boston.

Chicago at Brooklyn.
Cincinnati at New York.
Pittsburgh at. Philadelphia.

Vet-

erans of Civil War Draws
Many Delegates From Surrounding Towns,

Pete Johns, Pinch Hitter,
Triples Past Strunk" and
Scores Gedeon and Austin,

.34S

State Meeting of

'

AMERICAN I.KAGVK.
Washington at Chicago.
Boston at St. Louis.
New York at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
-

the veterans.
The
delegates begun arriving
uicin oi,i
5
1
0
2
Thursday night,, many
0 inir lone distances in spite of their
0
jj(
2
Strunk,
y
to
it tend the
I
0 age anil difficult ravel
0
2
0
4
l';iskert, .f
Hu;h. If
2
0
I ' a I. illi
1
0 encampment.
4
0 15
0
lb
Mclunis,
2
Zeidei
4
This morning the velrrans will hohL
Thomus, 3b
0 another
4
business meeting at whlcn
0
3
Killitci,
S:
S ott, ss
LEAGUE
COAST
PACIFIC
2
.
0 they will elect new officers for their
2
0
0
Vaughn,
3
0
Agncw. c
0
1
0
other busi0 organization unil transact
2
0
0
0
It
liaroer,
J S. bang,
0 ness of importance.
5
0
4
0
Bush,
p
30 0 4 24 10
Totals
I.
The feature of yesterday's program,
Surra inciito 7; San I'lum-iwx iia.ted tor Vaughn in ninth.
4
6x26 16 2 was the 'camp fire" hold 'in the I. O.
32
Sail Francisco, Calif., June 14.
Totals .
100,
N New York.
It. II. i;.
x
Score:
Two out when winning run O. V. hall last night. More than and
A 8. K. II. I'O
2
'
7 10
and visitors gathered
veterans
scored.
Sacramento
3
6
4 13
Burns, If .
heard the excellent program which
St. Louis.
San Francisco
4
.
YounK, if .
AB. K. II. PO. A. E. had been prepared.
Leak and
Hatlerios:
4
linage;
0
4
0
0
Fletcher, as
The program last nighl opened with,
'1
obin, vf
ti lioul, Kantlchner and Brooks.
0 an invocation by Itev. C. o. Beckman,
Kauf f, t .
3
Maiscl, 3b
4
1
&,m merman 3 b
0
4
2 15
1
K
pastor of the Lead avenue Methodist
Vernon 2; Oakland O.
slor, lb
.'. 3
0
3
0
Ilolke. lb ...
0
Episcopal church. Following; the in.
I Ma Angeles, Calif., June 14.
if
Dcmmitt,
.. 3
4
0 vocal ion the assembly stood and sang
0
Kariden, c
If .
II.
It.
Smith,
Score:
3
3
0 "America." Following this song it was
3
4
Rodriguez, 2l
7
0
'.
liedeon, 2b
Oakland
."'3
3
0
Demaicc, p .
2
0
0
announced that Governor Lindsey
ss
'
Ceiber,
Vernon
0 would not appear on the program as
0
0
0
0
Ilendrix, 7.
Batteries: Prough and Muray;
8 27
7
8
31
Totals
2
0
1
0
0
3
had been advertised owing to previous
Hale, c
Mitchell and Dcvornier.
(
000 000 000
0 business matters which prevented his
0
0
Chicago
7.x
Austin,
'
02x
000
500
New loik
0 coming here.
0
2
0
0
At Suit Lake-Lo- a
Angeles, gai.ie Sot horn, p .
0
0
0
I 0 1
Summary: Two.buso hits Young.
Following the a'nging of "The BatJOhnS, 7.7.7.
postponed, rain.
Sacrifice hit
Home run Young.
tle livmn of the Republic," the Girl
Ilolke. Sacrifice liy Kariden. Dou5
Si outs
27 12
33
gave driPs and exhibitions
t unassisted )
ble plays Hollocher
which were the feature of the evening.
z
Batted for lierber in ninth.
r
balls
t tclu and Holke. Bases on
7.7.
The girls opened their part of the
Batted for Hale in ninth.
err Yflut'hn I. Struck out by Duma-if- f SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION
zzz
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We don't have to apologize. The wonderful values we are giving make "the high cost
of material" argument look foolish.
It is true' of course that stores who do not
concentrate on a few prjee's and who do not
have the immense purchasing power that we
do, never had a harder time to compete with
us in values.
Whether your taste runs to the conservative or the more snappy styles, you 'can
make an easy selection .here today. And
nowhere else can vou procure such saving's.
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Perfect Health Is Yours
If the Blood Is Kept Pure
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been well prepared the Cermans
would not have made the mistake ot
they
forcing war upon us because milibelieved we were negligible as a
tary power.
I'.eture the great war it would have
been thought a waste of time tor any
man or position to devote his thought
doubt not mat
In fact,
to athletics.
a tew yeais back sucli a
ahletic plan wouid have invited ail
But the present
sorts of criticism.
world contact has taught us the true
una
physical prevalue of efficiency
paredness.
If America is to hold the position in
tho world that she, has already subscribed to, then the citizens of America must le trained to take up arms,
at a moment's notice, to defend their
country's rights. It has oftenno been
presaid that Americans required
vious training in order to acquit themselves well in battle .and this argument has often been made by those
pointing with pride to the feats of our
lamoiiH Minute Men in '7B. But the
Minute Men lived a life of the great
outdoors at a time when exercise was
forced upon them by the conditions of
that age.
Today it is entirely different, anil
unless our youth are developed by a
we
prescribed course of training, then dewe need not ask our country to
pend upon us, for we shall be found
wanting.
finally, if we adopt a combined athletic and military system then we
shall be ready to accept the real re
and be
sponsibilities of citizenship
prepared always to accept whatever
future Is in store for us without having to trust to national luck or to the
armed forces of other nations. AV'e
shall not have to shape our policies to
meet exigencies of the situation, but
can go on to our destiny as outlined
by President Wilson, of making the
world safe for democracy.
END.

These
champions
congressional
would then play oft with other conuntil
the whole
gressional champions
country were covered and the nation
al championships dccitlca. ho migni
tho other sports chosen for the curriculum be handled with the result that
the muximum of benefit and trainby the youth
ing would bo
of the country.
These sports would supply the necessary breaks in he systematic work in
cahsthnics which Is part of every system of physical development.
Our games have been developed by
the desire of our people tor athletic
recreation ,and as tar as we can foresee there would never be any necessity to force our youth to take tho
course of physical development when
baseball and the other sports constitute an Important part of the program, in fact, from the youth's standpoint as well as from tho standpoint
o military expediency it is most necessary that this training receive the
d
of me
youth himself If tho best results uru
In he uhleved.
Jn fact,
upon this
hinges our opportunity to gt t better
results out of our system than tho
12ui nptans get out of theira.
Compulsion hardly would be necessary in any case in America, not if
tliu slate of mind
of the average
hearty American youth is taken into
All that is necessary is
consideration.
to give him the opportunity and he
will take care of the rest.
In the presentation of this opportunity u multitude of athletic directors
or teachers will bo necessary, Just as
It is necessary that we have a multitude of teachers to operate our
schools. These athletic directors can
bo chosen from among thoso proficient now In our various sports. Wo
have the basic elements for the teaching of athletics already supplied on
u large scale by our universities.
A
sho i corse in the governmentVamps
will impart the
necessary
military
knowledgo for then use in tho precinct scliLola.
Ino'eed, America tuidf
much better off in this
lh. hi there waj any lesson to bmh eot.
TiMbably thorn is not a precinct In
America which has not supplied an
athlete of some kind to some system
of sport wherein
valuable athletic
training has been 'acquired. Jt will
be a mueh simpler problem to get
athletic teachers than it ever was to
get school or military teachers.
As to the matter of supplying athletic parnphernalla, this will entail expense, especially in the large cities
where grounds are difficult to got. Hut
whore it is more difficult to supply
grounds, it becomes more licossary
that the population be giv,;ii tins
training. Among many of tho kirgor
cities tho matter of grounds has boen
taken care of to some extent by tho
establishment of municipal play
grounds. The benefit of these has oeen
Jiroven so conclusively that thoy are
the last improvements
thesj cities
would surrender. An amplification of
them by the federal government would
be gladly agreed to by the municipalities, as there is no citizen now who is
hot convinced of their value to the
community.
It has been the experience of large
cities that no matter how generously
they make their plans for playground
these never seem to meet the demand,
and It is conceded that the only way
this effectively can be taken care of
is for the government to establish lis
precinct athletic schools.
At the time of the establishment of
compulsory schools there was a great
deal of opposition on account ef the
cost, but no one would consider this
now as an objection, as the benefit
have been so convincingly
proved
There may be the same objection put
forward as to the precinct plan. But
one of the lessons of the great war has
been that if the United States had
whole-hearte-
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START SEASON FOR BOYS

SEALED BIDS
Sealed bids will be received on and
at the office of
before June 21,
tho County Clerk: of Bernalillo Coun-tNew Mexico, at Albuquerque, N.
M.. for furnishing and driving sixteen
piles and fourteen
of the
piles forming an extension
at the west bank:
jetty or breakwaterabove
end
west
the
of tho Rio Grande
of the Barelas bridge, In Los Ranchos
do Atilsco,
Said work to be done under the
supervision of the County Surveyor
and In accordance with specifications
on file in the office of the County ;
Clerk. Copies of said specifications
are to bo obtained from the County
.
Surveyor.
Bidders must Inclose check payable
10
for
per
Bernalillo
of
to the County
cent of the amount of bids.
Bids will be opened and contract let
to lowest and best bidder at the meetot
ing of the County toCommissioners
be held at I p.
Bernalillo County
tho
m, Friday, June 28. 1918, at
Court House of Bernalillo county.
The Board of County Commissioners reserves the right to reject anyor
all bids.
bidder will be reThe successful
bond,
quired to furnish a satisfactory
to law, in double the
according
will
amount of his bid, and contractorwith
i.o nermlttod to begin work
satisto
the
out equipment adequate
of the work
factory completion
ALFRED GRUNSFELD. ComChairman, Board ot County
v,

ot

mlMinniirA

NESTOR MONTOTA. County Clerk.
elub at once.
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BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

DUKE CITY

The Second Ward "Skunks" and the
Fourth Ward "Wildcats" met yesterday In the first baseball game of a
schedule between the boy,s' teams of
Cleaners-Hatte- rs
the city. The game was of the "hit
and run" variety and resulted In a
Phone 44.
220 West Gold.
victory for the Skunks of 30 to 26.
The Second Ward Sluggers defeated
the Little Giants of the Fourth ward
COMPANY
by a score of 11 to 9. The score was THE WM. FARR
close until the ninth Inning, when the
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
Sluggers gained an invincible lead.
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
Sausage a Specialty
For Cattle and Hogs the Killing
Market Prices Are Paid
Th.se tiny CAPSULES
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LUMBER-

Paints, Oils, Glass, Makhold Roofing
and Building Paper.J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER
COMPANY

Wallace Hesselden

General Contractor
s position to give
more value for the money than
any other BUILDING FIRM In
this vicinity.
'
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The Superior Luro- ber & Mill Co.
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Wall Paper
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$22.50 Suit in the
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Arrival on French Soil Is
Made Occasion for Congratulatory Messages,
IPKI.i LI"D OIRI)
"Washington, June 14. Messages of
congratulation on the anniversary of
his arrival in France addressed
to
General Pershing, commander in chief
of the American expeditionary forces,
by President Raymond Poincare of
Fiance, Premier Clemenceau, General
Foch and General Petain were made
public here today by General March,
chief of staff.
A message of congratulations from
n
President Poincare to President
was received by news cables yesterday. The message to General Pershing follows:
FromPresident Poincare:
"The anniversary of your arrival in
Fance furnishes a happy occasion to
address my warmest congratulations
to you and the valiant troops which
you command and who have o admirably conducted themselves In the
recent battles. I beg you to receive
the. assurance of my best wishes for
the continuation of their success."
From Premier Clemenceau:
"On the anniversary of your arrival in France to take command of the
American troops I wish, my dear general, to express to you once more, tho
greatest admiration for the powerful
aid brought by your army to the cause
With ever increasing
of the allies.
numbers the American troops cover
themselves with glory under your orders In barring trte route of the invader. The day is coming when,
thanks to the superb effort of your
country and the valor of its persons
the enemy, losing the initiative of operations, will he forced to Incline
the triumph of our ideal of Justice and civilization."
From General Focli:
he
"A year ago brought to us
American sword. Today we have seen
it strike. It Is the certain pledge of
By It our hearts are more
victory.
i
closely united than ever."
From General Pctaili:
"My dear general: Your coming to
French soil a year ago filled our
country with enthusiasm and hope.
Accept today tho grn'teful homage of
our soldiers for the daily increasing
aid on the battlo field brought by
their American brothers in arms. The
last battles, where the magnificent
qualities of courage and military virtue of your troops were demonstrated
in so brilliant a manner are a sin e
guarantee of the future. The day is
not far off when the great American
army will play the docislvc role to
which history calls this army on the
battle fields of Europe.. Permit me, my
dear general, to express to you on this
anniversary day, my entire confidence
and assure you of my. feelings of affectionate comradeship."
General Pershing's reply to President Poincare, received 1n dispatches
from France today, said:
"Allow me, sir, to thank you for the
kind message you sent me on the occasion of the anniversary. The enthusiastic reception which Paris gave us
R year ago has been extended since
then to the Americn army by nil your
people. Today our armies are united
In affection and resolution, full of confidence for the final success which will
crown this lone strugsle for liberty
and civilization."
JOl.NAL
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Here are some of the "Over th' Top Bargains" and they are genuine,
SUITS, SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, etc. Don't let this splendid
slip by. Call today and make your selections.

Anniversary of Gen, Pershing's

IIV

mm

$16.50
$18.50

1
L

J

Your Choice of any $27.50
and $30.00 Suit in the Store
during this Sale

Your Choice any $32.50 Suit
in the Store, during this Sale

$21 ii50

$24.50

UNDERWEAR

MEN'S SHIRTS
At Less Than Market Cost.
!?1.25 Shirts for
$1.50 Shirts for
0
Shirts for
$2.50 Shirts for
$3.50-$t.0- 0
Fiber Silks
$1.50 Silk Shirts
$5.50 pure Silk Shirts
!fG.50 pure Silk Shirts

At Less Than Market Cost.
$ .95

Wil-Ro-

W

V

S
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and right. It is a constant satisfaction
to them to know that in this great enterprise they areln close and intimate
of
with tho people

France."

2.95
3.35
4.35
5.05

AND MANY OTHER ARTICL

wmfeS

onat

$1.25 Union Suits
Ii. V. D. Union Suits
$1.50 Union Suits
$1.75-$2.0- 0
Union Suits
$2.50 Union Suits
$3.00 Union Suits

1.15
1.45
1.85

$1.75-$2.0-

Buy War Savings Stamps With Your

IB

GUNNERS WORKING UNDER GAS ATTACK

95
1.15
1.35
1.80
2.15

ES FOR MEN AND BOYS
Savings at This Sale

SKIPPER OP HUN

BACK OF

OH GIN

GERMANS

$ .85

BY

F

WAR LABOR BOARD

RI

AMERICAN

NAvY
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this area. Regarding the GerI L.I I
man effort to get through Villeru Cot- lerets forest, he estimates that the
German used as many as five divisions
70,001) men) on a front of
INTO GRAY HAIR 3(nearlymiles
and declares that this operation, which was to decide the issue
of the present German offensive has
.
failed.
already
Darkens Beautifully and ReW Wl
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stores It Natural Color
and Lustre at Once.
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Common garden sage brewed into n
heavy lea, with sulphur and alcohol
added, will turn cay, streaked and
faded hair beautifully dark and luxuriant. Mixing ' the Sage Tea and Sulphur recipe at home, though, is
troublesome.. An easier way is to get
the readv-to-us- e
preparation 1m prov
ed by the addition of other ingredients
a large bottle, at little cost, at drug
and
stores,, known as "Wyeth'g'
Sulphur Compound," thus avoiding a
lot of muss.
While gray, faded hair is not sinful
we all desire to retain our youthful

HOLD QUARTERLY

MEET

Is-n- ot

UPtoiAi.

I.

coast, has been Identified as Captain
Neustidt, anil he served five years as
a gunner's mate in the United States
navy, according to affidavits of officers and sailors on the schooneis Hat-li- o
H. Dunn, F.dtut and
Hauppauge.
victims of the submarine.
The seamen who made the affidavits are those who were picked up by
a southbound American steamer after having been held prisoners aboard
the submarine for eight days and sot

adrift.

The submarine Is manned by a crew
Is 210 feet long, 2l feet
of seventy-six- .
wide, has a shell of 4 Inch steel, two
T.U
inch guns mounted for and aft,
is equipped with two periscopes, one
over the onnlng tower und the other
aft, has four stationary rapid fire
guns on deck, below decks, in racks,
urried 100 rapid fire rifles and had
aboard eighteen torpedoes, according
to the affidavits.
Sunk Fifteen Ships.
Captain Neustidt told his captives,
they said, that his vessel left Kiel
April 14 and up to June i had sunk
fifteen ships, six of which were American. From tho schooner Isabel H.
ho
Wiley, tho commander declared
took enough food to provision his
craft for six weeks."
The
skipper professed reluctance to sink American vessels but
said be had no alternative, as he "had
been ordered by wireless from Kiel to
get busy or come home."
The food taken from tho Wiley ,the
men declared, was badly needed.
Nineteen survivors of the three
Hhould be reinstated.
American schooners were picked up
' "2
bo
re. by a
The company should not
d
American steamer
quired to deal with the union or to of which eleven members of Ihe crews
it.
recognize
of two of the schooners had been pris"3 Committees of employes should oners on tho
I
luring this
bo recognized In presenting grievtime, the men said, they were put to
ances.
and
work
polishing
cleaning torpedoes
"4 Where employes and employers
fail to agree, Ihe question in disput. carried In Ihe hull of the
reserve
Tho
naval
officers who exshould t, determined by the national
amined them were officers of tho
war labor board.
"5 The telegraphers' union should American steamer.
not Initiate strikes or permit its members to initiate them, but should submit all grievances to the national war FORMER ESTANCIA MAN
board.
DIES WHILE ON VISIT
"I am informed thut the representatives of the union are willing to acJOUMMALt
cept this dejeision, but that the
PtCIAL COinilPONDINCf
O MOKNIN
of the telegraph companies
N. M., Juno 14. Sylvester
Kstancia,
have not accepted It.
Spore of Newkirk. Okla., died at the
"May I not. say that in my Judg.
hotel Thursday morning, after
uicnt it is imperatively necessary in Valley
several days illness with pncumoniu.
the national interest that decisions of Mr. Spore,
who was a former resident
the national war labor board should of Kstancia, was here on a business
bo accepted by both parties to labor
trip. His wife, son and daughter, Mrs.
disputes? To fail to accept them is
arrived a few hours after his
to Jeopardize tho Interests of the na- - Lyons,
death. The
was taken to his foriou very seriously bocauso It consti-tutes- a mer home Inbody
Oklahoma .
rejection of tho instrumental,
ity set up by the government Itself
for the determination of labor disputes, set up with sincere desire to
To
arrive at justice In every case and
r
with the express purpose of safeRule
guarding the nation against labor difficulties during the continuation of tho
present war.
"All these circumstances being tak.
No Lonffr Do Women Far The Grmmb
en Into consideration, I do not hesit of AU Human BloMingi
tate to say that it is a patriotic duty
to
in this
matter with the government by the
uso of the instrumentality which the
government has set up. I, therefore,
write to ask that I may have your
earnest
In this matter,
as in all others, and that you will
set
an example to the other employers of
the country by a prompt and cordial
Thousands of women no lonirpr resign
acquiescence."
tlirnrntilven to tho thutijtht that sickness und
1st reus are natural.
They know better, for
.

d

south-boun-

Tn the present attempt
of the Huns to pierce the nllbd line Willi their powerful thrusts, the allied gunners have
been playing a stellar role. Though gas atl;icls are constantly bclnjr employed by the Germans, the gunners with the
aid of tlieir masks have stuck to their posts, working at limes for four hours at a stretch under heavy gas bombardments, being relieved only when wounded and carried behind the lints. Note the camouflaged protection overhead to
hide them from any aerial attacks.

CENTRAL POWERS

to declare its own standpoint. Under
such circumstances the house will understand cannot express my views."
The Mudapest dispatch floes not say
that Premier Wekerle made any reference to the secret agreement. As
regards the t'kiainian nuestion he said
that the treaty wiiti the Ukraine had
not been ratified.
1

RESPONSIBLE FOR

to Take Field Again.
Juarez, Mi x., ,lun 14. Gen. Fran
Cisco Murguia. who returned recently
from Mexico City, is planning to tako
ihe field again against Francisco Villa
and his forces which arc now neat
I tirral.
General Murguia brought a
of ammunition with him
guuntity
14.
The
reported from Mexico City and also sufficient
Amsterdam, June
secret agreement to make Aus.rian gold money t'i pay the troops of his
Galieia a separate province was at- command, lie will take the field soon
tacked in the Hungarian chamber of with a force of 1.000 cavalry to purdeputies Thursday by Count Theodore li sue Villa into t lies mountaiiiB of Du.
Ritthyanyi, a member of Count
rango.
independent party, according
to a Ruth post dispatch. He interpellated Premier Wekerel also wkh reference to the government's attitude on
other phases of the Polish question.
Count Hutthyanyi declared that a
separate Galieia n province was In accordance neither with Polish nor Hun.
IN
garian interea.s and aked whethesa
steps have been taken to prevent
ot
the
realization
project.
Premier Wekerle, in reply-- said he
count during his
the
that
regretted
HAIG
had subjected the action of the
German government in the deliberato
tions regarding Poland
scathing
d
informacriticism based on
tion. The premier added:
tmY MONNIN9 JOUftNAL SPECIAL L'AftCO WlRBl
"What ever sympathies we. cherish
fo the Poles, tho historical fact cannof
Aiflerican Ii adipiarters on the ISrit-ls- h
of
the
the
liberation
be denied that
by the
Front June 12 (Wednesday,
Polish nation, which Is ulso desired by Associated
Press.). Field ' Marshal
and Sir Douglas llaig, commander-in-chie- f
us, Is due to the
arms of our allies. We, with our al- of tho British army in France, today
reviewed the American troops on a
lies, were the fiist to proclaim th
establishriient of a Polish state and wide plain in this area.
The Americans filed past with an
take the standpoint which we still
maintain, that it is for the Polish na- ea-s- swinging step that bore out the
tion itself to decide definitely its fu. opinion of many British experts that
ture destiny."
they are as fit physically as training
Not only the government but. the an make them. After a long march
whole Hungarian nation welcomes the to the reviewing ground and a long
wait with their heavy packs on their
development of the Polish nation.
"Despite our sympathies, however, backs, their alignment, step and car- ;
our constitutional position must un- riage were excellent.
British officers present were imdergo no alteration."
After stating that widely divergent pressed with the physkal condition of
views had been expressed regarding the men and by their high spiritsThe
the solution of the Polish Question medical officers have had little to do
'
y
and! thus far in this zone.
in Germany and
in Polish circles, the premier said:
The eagerness. of the Americans in
"The question has not yet arrived Setting at their work has made a faat a stage at. which we or Germany vorable impression with the British,
can describe our attitude, while Po- who find them finite .ready, as far as
land has not yet been in a position physical training feces.

DEPORTATION OF
BELGIANS STILL
BEING PRACTICED
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AMERICAN TROOPS
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REVIEW
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Washington, June 14. Deportation
and forced labor Inflicted upon Bel.
gian civilians by tho German government not only continues unabated, but
has taken on a new,character according to a memoranotum presented to
Secretary Lansing by the Helglan minister sent to the German governor
general of occupied llclglum by the
Belgian senate and houso of representatives in March.
The deportation of civilians Is still
being carried on, ospeeiully In tho
military zone.
During March of this Vcar, 2,700
men from all conditions of life have
tolran fpttti lyicliornn In east
Flanders to do military work on the
western front.' Moerbeke, Wachtobekc!
and tho surrounding region was
... called)
b
iw
upon nunng inn same nion-R0 ficlvillnns to lay n:llroads. The
names of all- girls and. women from
11 to 4ft years old was required
by
Alus) nnd thst disthe Germans-frotrict. Rome of the boys deported arf
as young as 13 1.2 years, the memorandum states.
Those deportVd, ire now Mng sent
to work in the region behind the German front in France and Belgium.
The pretext formerly used, namely, to
give work to the unemployed, has
be?n abandoned.
.
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NEW CHURCH OCCUPIED
BY DEMING PARISH
ffCIAL

f OSfUONDCNCB

TO

HaHNIN

JOUftNAL.

Detnlng, N. M., June 14. Tht
Christian church Just completed at the
cornor of Copper avenue and Maple
street, Is being used for church services. The dedication will take place
later and a rest room will be opened.
Tho church Is a handsome
brick
structure and Is one of the finest In
this section. The The Christian communicants have been holding theit
Plan (o Ttei'laim Land.
Washim'ton. .Tune 14. In response services In the armory, having disto an appeal by Secretary Lane that posed of their church to the Mexican
plans be made for reclaiming arid, Methodists.
lands for returnswamp and
New Riveting Record.
ing soldiers. Senator Sterling of South
Dakota today Introduced a resolution
Bristol, Pa., June 14. A new
world's record for driving rivets In a
anpropriating $1,000,000 for a survey
of the land to be made under the di- shell bottom was claimed yesterday at
rection of the interior department. ;l the Merchant Shipbuilding corporation here for Martin C. Hahn. who
drove 1,875 rivets In seven hours and
.Become a inoiiihor of the "Two-Bitdub. Yon arc needed to help wis Uu fifty iminutes. Hahn received f 33 for
the. day's work.
war.
. . . .
-
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POLISH FREEDOM

,

EDDY COUNTY DOCTORS

conunmiKcl to morion jounal!
Artesia, X. M., June 14. The Eddy
County Mediral society held its nuar.
rcrly meeting here Wednesday. Dr.
Boatman of Carlsbad read a puper on
"The Progress of Medicine," and
of Carlsbad, who had an
Culpepper severe
case of acute rheumunusually
'
atism- last winter, gave in detail his
Rheumatism was
treatment.
of
system
really the only subject discussed and
Dr. Clarke, the local dentist, gave a
talk, illustrated by slides, showing the
appearance and attractiveness. By relation between rheumatism and bad
with
hair
Wyeth'e teeth.
darkening your
The next meeting will be held at
Sage and Sulphur Compound, no one
can tell, because it does It so natural- Carlsbad, September 11.
You Just damped
ly, so evenly.
sponge or soft brush with It and draw
this through your hair, taking one
l'nknom Woman Killed.
El Paso, Tex., June- 14. An unsmall itrand at a time; by morning
all gray hairs have disappeared. After known Mexican woman was killed
another application or two your nair here last night when the automobile
becomes beautifully dark, glossy, 'soft in which she Was riding passed under
and luxuriant and- you appear year a guy wire. The wire struck the womWyeth Sage and Sulphur an in such a way as to break her neck.
younger.
Compound Is a delightful toilet requl. The. body has not been identified. A
intended for the cure, small child was riding with the womHe. It
an at the time of the accident.
mitigation or prevention of disease.
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Washington,
lo sec
that President Wilson intends
that the recommendations of the na
toiiovvou
are
tional war labor board
out to the letter, was seen today In
the
the text of his communication toeomhernia of the two great telegraph
nanies asking that they accept the
board's findings In tlieir controversy
with their employes.
The iirt that the president had
became
personally taken up the case
known last night with the announceII.
Muckny, presiment by Cbireiwe
dent of the Postal Telegraph company, that his company would waive
its right to dischargo men who liave
joined a union, and that Newcomb
Carlton, president of the Western
Union, would send his answer Mon,
day.
The war board's decision In the
bo
should
men
was
percase
thut the
mitted to join unions.
Tho President's Letter.
Tlie president's butcr to the telegraph heads, niado public today,
reads:
"My attention has been culled to
the fact thut the national war labor
board, ufter a careful consideration
of the questions at issue between the
telegraph companies and their employes, have arrived at a decision, the
essential points ot which uro
in the following;
"1 The employes believe In a right
to Join a union if they so desire, and
men discharged for joining the union

Fighting Situation,
Paris, June

sy

With Employes,

Officer Just Back From Front
Used Inelegant, but Apt Expression to Sum Up the

v

romr

com-inand-

Con-'trovcr-

The position' of the
latest Herman effort after five days
of fighting is described
inclegatnly,
but aptly, by a general who bus just
as
follows:
fom
the
arrived
front,
"The Germans got a skinful."
Military commentators heio are
unanimous In reporting one more (lei
man failure.
The enemy has won a
strip of territory not without vuiue.
but has sacrificed for it previous divisions without any point attaining his
objective; and without bringing him
any nearer a decisive result,
"Such is also the opinion of Henri
Bidou and Colonel De Thoinusson,
who would be the lust person to hail
a victory prematurely.
Jn its nummary of the expert opinion, the Havus Agency notes tho
wuh wbicti Uiu coinineiuatoi s
nave vuunilunou ineir reserve of thu
last few days and agree with M. Bar- its ot the r.ctio i.o t'ar.s that the
ugainst Paris is ended, for tho
present at least. They admit the posWILSOX ItKPMFS TO
sibility of its resumption sooner oi
POIXOAIHF.'S CABT.K later, and sec further bard struggles
ahead, but think it probable thai uio
Washington, Jifne 14. The purpose heavy ligihing, when it is resumed,
to
of the t'nited Statos
send men and within a few days, will be on anothmaterials to France until "any temp- er front.
in entirely
ineoualitv
force
of
JtCHiilts of Offensive.
orary
overcome," was reiterated by PresiThe results of the offensive against
dent Wilson today In replying to a Pans are enumerated by M. burros
message from President Poincare on thus:
the anniversary of the landing of the
A territorial gain absolutely out of
first American troops In TCurope. The
to the losses sustained;
proportion
made
president's cablegram
public by Coinpiegno Ktill in French possession,
the state department said:
reserve maneuvering forces
"Your telegram of yesterday was the allied
intact.
certainly conceived In the highest
In another article the Echo le
and most generous spirit of friendship
and 1 am sure that I am exnressisxr Paris confidently declares that just as
the feeling of the nennle of the Uni- the Germans did not get to Compiegne
The
ted Slates as voll as mv own when I so they will never get to Paris..mast,it points out, has been
say that It Is with inceas'nir prfdi enemy
and gratification that thev have sen ered on ground of its own choosing.
M. Clemenceau'!
organ L'llommo
their .forces under General Pershlne
Libre expresses no surprise at the
tnnre 'and more actlvelv
on slackening of the battle. The enemy,
with the forces of T.lberntlnn
French soil. Tt is their fixed and on it declares, has engaged about eightyof
alterable purpose to fiend men and divisions since May 27, nearly halfmen
materials in steadv snd increasing which left fifty per cent of their tho
on the battle ground. It expresses
volume until nnv tpmporarv Inoquall-tof force la entirely overcome Jnd opinion that General Ludendorff has
a maximum of thirty reserve divisthe forces of freedom mndo
whclmlnir for thv nr eojivlnead thut ions, of which two thirds have already
H U onlv hv vldorv
neac ran be taken part in the struggle.
d
The Havas correspondent at the
achieved and the world's affair
upon a basis of enduring Justice front says the Indications are that the
themselves
Germans .have exhausted
on the Montdidlei-Xoyo- n
front, which
fact is compelling their inactivity,
whereas the French are extremely act

tbt

Asks
Telegraph New York, June 11. The
President
o:' the
one of the Gerthe
to
Accept
Companies'
man submarines which have been opin
Bureau's Findings
erating off the American Atlantic

ALLIED GENERAL
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Mother's Friend they hve found a won-- ft
or tyi! penetrating
remedy to relieve many '
dreaded eiperleners.
n
hearing-dowand stretching
Nervousness,
pains are among the disheartening and
experiences women everywhere say
hey entirely escape during1 the period of
expectancy hy the une of Mother's Krlend.
Here is a remedy that softens the myriad
of broad, flat, abdominal must.-leJust beneath the skin, enables them tr expand
without the usual strain upon the ligaments
md nerves and assists nature to make tt
possible for women to go through maternity
without many of the dreaded symptoms so
famillHr to a host of women.
By regular use throughout the period the
muscles expand easily when baby Is born,
snd pnln and danger at the crisis ts consequently less.
Mother's Friend Is for external use only,
is absolutely and entirely safe and has been
used by thousands of women awaiting the
greatest time in a woman's Ufa for over
half a century.
Write the Bradfleld Regulator Co., M?1
Lftmar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., for their "Mothto expectant
erhood Book. so valuable
mothers, nnd 1n the meantime obtain a bottle of Mother's Friend from the nearest drug
store. Begin its Ufe strictly according to
rttr.'cttofts with1 every bottle, and thus for- ;
tify yourself against pala and discomfort,
In
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The only paper In New
In New Mexlce.
Mexico Issurd every day In the year.
TERMS" 6"8UBSCR1PTI0N:
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month. .70c
17.51
Yearly. In advanca
NOTICE) TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Subscriber! to the Journal wben wrltlnf
to have tbelr paper changed to a new nitres mux be euro to give the old addreaa,
"The Morning Journal has a hlgh-e- r circulation rating than la accorded to any other
paper in New Mexico." Tha American
New.paper Directory.
O
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Tha Associated Praaa la exclusively
entitled to the use tor republication
of all neira credited to It or not otherwise credited In thla paper and alao
tba lucai newa published herein.
THE
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Ixty houra and

takea and prlntl
thirty minutes of ex-

clusively Associated Presa leaaed wlra
service each week. No other newspaper published In New Mexico takes
more than twenty-fou- r
houra of Aaaoclated Presa service during a week.
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vox ni;vi:xTi,ovs

mis- -

TAKK.

the foremost
of (irrinany's military critics whose
has anspecially is naval warfare,
nounced through German newspapers
'that "the submarine attack on America means the holding of the AmeriCount Von Itevrntlow,

Albuquerque Morning Journal. Saturday, June 15,1918.
PAVE HIS WAY!

as nature reasserts herself, as long
hours of idleness and late hours of
dissipation begin to lose their effect
the man will undoubtedly be able to
do a larger share in producing for

"German atrocities have not .been
They could not be.
exaggerated.
America must face the truth and tiqt
belittle cither the frightfulness or the
power of Germnny."
After two years on the scene of war
this is the message that William B
Levis, a Philadelphia business man
and French relief worker, brings to
the people of this country.
The reports of horrifying things that
are heard from time to time; he says,
are not figments of the imagination
of war correspondents, but authentic
He has
accounts, not half complete.
worked with men who have witnessed
these German atrocities.
He has been told by
of Canadians and the equally hated
Scotchmen, 'crucified, heads down, to
have their throats cut like cattle, partr
of their own bodies cut off and
crammed into their mouths after they
had been pried open with knives and
Allied prsioners nailed to
bayonets:
posts, then saturated with oil and
made into human torches; atrooities
on women that can never be forgiven
or forgotten, unequalled in any history or century.
"When you hear those men grit out
stories that chill your blood, you
know, somehow, that they, are true."
He told of the first American prisThe American wps
oner captured.
brought before the German commanding officer. The officer jerked out:
"You Americans, what are you doing
here?" and accompanied his words
with a blow of his fist on the jaw with
one hand, while he cut his prisoner's
throat with a sharp knife held in the
other.
"It is not only the German officers
who are making this war a thing of
undreamed-o- f
horror," he continued.
man,
"It Is the whole German nation,soaked
woman and child. They are
domination
world
of
In the principles
and they are not counting the cost.
"They have harnessed Russia under
the German yoke, now their sloganthatis
on to New York.' It is the cry
has taken the place of 'Gott Strafe
England' and to that find it is known

jor

COLORADO 'PHONE
RATES ARE

WANTKD.

J. It. Galusha Is
Chief of police
taking the right step In his order for
Ills officers to register every Idler and
every man not engaged in a productive occupation at police Jieadquarters.
Thiss borne out by the fact that less
than a week after the Albuquerque
chief Issued this order, similar orders
were received by the local selection
board.

Galusha declared that he would
The
idlers in Albuquerque.
pool hall loafer, the saloon habitues,
and ordinary, common Idler, all are
doing nothing to help win the war.
Today the supreme business of every
American Is to do whatever he can to
help In the struggle for liberty and
The kaiser's best friend Is
freedom.
who does not produce.
consumer
the
Tho government order Is in line
with what Galusha proposes. This order states that all Idlers, loafers, nonessential employes and other undesirables, shall either farm or work at
some productive trade or accept as
the alternative service In the United
States army. It remains with the local selection board to say how strictly
this order is to be enforced. If It is
enforced to Its full limit the records
which are being compiled by Galusha
will be of great assistance In "rounding up" the loafers and uselessly employed of the cit
The one fly in the ointment of a perfect order, however, la the fact that
many idlers and habitual loafers have
become physically unfit for military
terrtr. This class should be given
I aiUti Una work at first and later,

England Germany is building Immense airships to give the United
Slates a taste of what Paris and London have suffered for two years.
"The French are saying 'for God's
sake send men, more men, and moro
men, and send a thousand airplanes.'
They are not saying it because they
think they are being beaten. They
aren't. They have a spirit that can
never be broken, but they are not belittling their foe. They know that
Germany is contemptible, mean and
uncivilized, but that America is needed to crush her."
He spoke of his experience during
air raids In England and Paris; of
Paris, a black city at night except for
a few ghostly lights; of the most terri
ble raid of all, when a daring German
plane swept close to drop a hugo
bomb; of the wonderful work of tho
Red Cross and Y. M. V. A.
with the Paris audiences; of poisfrom enemy
oned candies
dropped
planes in the streets of London for
of
lead pencils
to
up;
children
pick
that exploded when sharpened.
Changing to the American troops
that he has worked among, Mr. Levis
said that they are the finest lot of men
over jthere. Eighty per cent of them
and, after they
are
have had more experience, few soldiers
will compare with them.
sharp-shooter-

s,

"There's a certain individuality
about the American soldier that marks
him, like the Canadian, as a fighter."
said Mr. Levis. "It's the look of tho
pioneer, with a courage that can face
anything. They are accepted by
French poilus, Italians and the British
alike with a faith and respect that
mean victory."
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WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE
HAS 300 GOVERNMENT

STORES.

(Printer's Ink.)

Tho success attending the Ontario
government's venture into fishing us
a means toward lowering the
costs of
living, is a demonstration of what can
be accomplished when a government
intelligently and vigorously endeavors
to transact business in a businesslike
manner.
Ontario .municipalities
have responded in goodly numbers to tho government's call and have assisted the
provincial authorities in distribution.
In April of this year (the scheme has
only been in operation for about six
months) 110 cities and towns throughout Ontario had arranged with nearly
three hundred dealers to distribute
government fish. This number has
since been largely Increased.
Most of
these dealers have been created, being induced to put in fish departments
from patriotic and other motives. The
department now has orders for definite distribution which amounts to a
weekly shipping of 150,000 pounds of
fish.
What has been accomplished in Ontario has been duplicated in other provinces. Government reports show an
increase of 12 million dollars in the
value pf fish consumed in Canada in
1917 over the value of fish consumed
in 1916. The total value was 50 million dollars or thereabouts, which is a
fair sized fish bill for 7 2 million
people.
This Increased consumption of fish
in Canada has been developed to a
great extent by the advertising the
government has used to popularize
fish as a food. The inauguration of
Tuesday as au additional "fish day"
every week has helped and Tuesday
now Is on a parity with Friday.
,

,

WAR CMFOKMS

FOR. LAIlOIt.

(American Coal Journal.)
The workers of the country must
be roused to a point where they will
tike the same pride in doing their
work of producing coal, or food, or
munitions, or ships, or transportation
mileage, or whatever the work may
yield, us the man in the trench who
uses a gun, or he who Is' behind tho
lines driving a truck or an ambulance.
This means that we should have a
civilian army whose weapons shall be
hammers, throttles,
shovels, picks,
brakes, etc., and with their service
In
and
fall
England
corresponding
should go the honors of war. They
Wales during tho same period was should be rated soldiers in the cause
The rapid decline In of liberty, for they would in many
10.9 per cent.
cases be more valuable at their posts
was
further enhanced as workers
national vitality
than at the front as fight- in Germany by an extraordinary rise nl'U
Why should not tho war industries
of infant mortality in the third quarboard and tho war departmentorm-ulat- e
was
114.
It
ter of
particularly
of putting the essential
a
marked In Bavaria, Saxony, and the industriesplan
under the colors, the offi
rural districts of Prussia, was not ac- cers and employees of these industries
made subject to department reg
counted for by the weather, and gave being
illations and acquiring the same stand
great concern to tho health authori- Ing as soldiers in the army or sailors
ties. The result was a powerful stim- in the navy, with the same nonors atto their service? They should
ulus to the welfure work for mother taching
wear uniforms or Insignia, as the regand child previously carried on.
ulations may prescribe, and thus the
The principal measure adopted was idea that those workers are not help
the war. that they are slack
relief by maternity grants from im- ing win
ers, will be uprooted and cast out bodperial funds to supplement the war ily. This plan should apply to agriallowances, which were very small. In cultural as well .as Industrial workers,
n
to men above as well as within the
Germany, it is to be observed,
allowances are not given to draft age.
CONSIDER 1UMAX EQUATION
soldiers' wives as a matter of course;
in Scribner's
Nicholson
"necessity" must be proved. As a con- (Meredith
Magazine.)
sequence Infant mortality was reIt is to be honed that in the general
duced by about 20 per 1,000 between awakening to our Imperfections (In
1914 and 1916, but the enormous re- the middle west) caused by tho war,
be a broadening of these
duction of births must be taken into there may
of patient, earnest citizens, who
'account as an Important factor In ef- groups
labor for the rationalization of munifecting the fall.
cipal government. The disposition re-to
say that "as things have been they
is
One way of enjoying a vacation is to main" is strong upon us, but italso
worth remembering that Clough
two
out
at
weeks
much
how
figure
bids us "say not the struggle goes on
the beach or in the mountains wiU courageously and the number of those
themselves with the buscost, then spend It for thrift stamps who concern
iness of strengthening the national
or a Liberty bond.
structure by pulling out the rotten
timbers in our cities proceeds tirelIt is highly important that while essly.
Western cities are constantly adverwe are losing lives, the best we have
tising their advantages and resources,
to offer, in the battlefields of Europe, and offering free sites and other inwe do all we can to preserve them ducement to manufacturers to tempt
them to move, but it occurs to me that
'
over here.
forward looking western cities may
present their advantages more allurFishermen gain a good many things ingly by perfecting their local government and making this the burden of
by their houra of solitude along stream their appeal.
or lake. One Of them la Imagination.
We eiiall get nowhere with commis
I'Vanco-Germa-

in

(Philadelphia Inquirer.)

The order states that the men shall
be drafted into useful service or the
army regardless of deferred classification or other exemptions, where
such change of work or military service, will not engender hardships for
the dependents of the man.
Many of these one sees every day
on the street wander aimlessly about
or occupy the seat of spectators'
chairs in pool rooms. Others work
for one or two hours in order that
they may claim exemption from the
order on tho grounds that they are
employed. Oalusha and his men, however, have a knowledge of this class
of slackers and few excuses are accepted from Idlers. If the local draft
board interprets the order in its fullest sense and stands behind Ualusha,
tho army will benefit by the addition
men
or the
of some Albuquerque
farmers will have access to more labor with which to harvest the crops
which eventually are to feed the soldiers over there.
These men are as large consumers
of food stuffs as are the men who produce. They shun honest toil and effort and are parasites on the community. Far butter that they get into
the army and assume equal obligations and take equal chances with tho
many honest workers who have suspended their toll in order that they
may fight for Uncle Sam. Even in
Germany these men would cither have
to have productive work or get into
how much
the fight. In America,
more should wc insist that all become
either producers or quit consuming.

o

NOT

v

Uncle Sam.

One of the differences between MaWood and Lieutenant
General
can navy in home waters."
Colonel Roosevelt is that the people
The announcement Is in reality an not the
general are wanting to know
acknowledgement of the purpose of why Wood was shelved.
the German
warfare on this
side of the Atlantic. If the Germans MOTHK.R AXI CHILD IN GERMANY
hoped to sink our transports carryThe pamphlet on infant welfare in
ing troops to France, their efforts for
the two or more weeks their raiders Germany during the war contains a
have been off the New Englartd, Mary- good deal of interesting information
land and Virginia coasts have proved about the effect of the war on naIt is not like- tional vitality In Germany and the
those hopes groundless.
All
ly, however, tho Germans expected to measures taken to Improve it.
actually get within reach of our troop students of vital statistics know that
Infant mortality which means tho
carrying vessels.
Their aim was exactly expressed in proportion of children dying within a
Count von Hevenllow's words. It was year of birth is much higher In Geronly their aim that Count von Kevent-lo- many than in this country.
Indeed the Germans, who claim an
has told, however, not what they
superiority to the rest of the
have actually accomplished.
The American navy has not been world, as some of their professors told
nor will it be returned to home wa- us once more only the other day,
in this
ters. It is possible that the raid will make a very poor showing
have caused the diversion of a few highly significant test of national kul- units ot our fleet to this side of the tur as compared with all tho other
L'ut the main body of the western nations.
Atlantic.
In the first five years of the present
fleet will remain where it is, more
the German empire stood at
the
since
ever
now,
century
than
certainly
German admiralty has, by the very act the head of the list with a mean rate
of sending the raiders over here, con- of 19!t per l.OOClj Norway came at the
fessed that the American squadron is bottom with 81; England and France
138 and 139;
doing as much harm as possible to came In the middle with
P.elgium, with a far denser popula
the enemy.
Germany's expectation was prob- tion and more industrialized than Ger
50 per
ably that by sinking of a number of many, had a lower record by
our merchant ships near the great 1,000.
The great annual loss of life through
ports from which our transports are
and neglect trousailing there would be an immediate Ignorance, apathy
bled neither the authorities nor the
cry from the American people to bring
back our fleet for the protection of public nor tho parents until tho birthrate began to fall at an increasing,
our soldiers.
It .was another bad guess on the and in some districts unprecedented,
rate. Then the military authorities,
part of Germany. German high commanders possibly do not comprehend having their eye on future wars and
the faith ot the American people in the supply of cannon fodder, took
their own high commanders because alarm, and the reduction of infant
the German people have so little in mortality .became an object of solici
tude.
theirs.
was really
The fall In the blrth-ratEven if Ihu German guliiiiarines in
American waters should achieve the remarkable. In tho decade following
war t he mean rate
fond hope of the enemy and succeed I he
In Kinking one or more of our troop was over 39 per l.noji; by tho end of
ships, not even then would ihc Amer- tho century It had dropped three
ican people take panic and demand points to 36, but in tho next decade it
the return of our fleet. The. fleet is ran down to 30, and In 1912 It stood
During the war there has
In the best possible place it could be at 28.3.
or, if it Is not, ournaval commanders been a fprthcr enormous fall. The
sre at fault, which there is no reason number of children born In 1916 was
40 per cent lower than In 1913. The
to believe.
LOAFFRS

Belittling Frightfulness Described
By Man. Just Back From France

n

sepal-ratio-

sion government or the city manager
plan until cities realize that no matter
how pleasing and attractive a device,
it is worthless unless due consideration is given to the human equation.
It is very difficult to find qualified
administrators under the city manaA successful business
ger scheme.
man or even, a trained engineer may
fail utterly, and
seem to be at the
point of creating a new profession of
great opportunities for young men
(and women, too) in the field of muAt tho Uninicipal administration.
versity of Kansas and perhaps elsewhere courses are offered for the
training of city malingers. The mere
teaching of municipal finance and engineering will not suffice; the courses
should cover social questions and kindred matters and not neglect the psy
chology involved in the manner of
dealing fairly and justly with the pub
vj--

lic.

By giving professional dignity to
positions long conferred upon the in
competent and venal we should at
least destroy the cynical
criticism
that there are no men available for tho
new positions created; and it Is conceivable that once the idea of fitness
has been implanted in a careless and
indifferent publio a higher standard
will be set for all elective offices.
TO FIGHT UNDER BRITISH FLAG.
(St. Paul 'Dispatch.)
Leonid
Stephen Pallagut dearly
loves to fight.
Leonid Stenhei is a Russian from
Caucasia, 24 yers old, and is In St.
Paul on a trip almost around the
world to rejoin the allies on the west
ern battle front. .
The Bolshevik! spoiled his career in
Russia and 'compelled him after four
years of warring against the Huns to
quit the country, but they failed tc
dampen his courage.
He was a lieutenant in the Russian
army before the assassination of: the
Austrian
archduke in 1H14, was
wounded in Galicia in fighting the
Austrians. fought with Kerensky nt
Tsarskoyt Selo, and now. after enlistn
ing at ho
recruiting
mission here, will leave soou for
France.
Lieutenant Pallagut tried to enlist
in the American regular army, but the
St. Paul recruiting official explained
that
ot his age the draft law
operates against him, and that tho
only way he could get Into an American uniform would be by registering
and awaiting his turn as a selective.
He wanted
quicker action, and
Sergt. Mnj. A. S. KJrkwood
of the
British mission told him he will get to
England and from there to France
Just about as quickly as he desires.
So he will fight under the British banner.
I

ISritish-Canadia-

IRISH BOY MUTILATED
BY GERMAN CAPTORS
(Philadelphia Bulletin.)
How the Huns butchered their prisoners was vividly told last night by
Trooper A. II. O'Connor, at the vaudeville entertainment for enlisted then in
the Grand Opera house.
After he had been bayonetted in the

the Germans
chopped off
of his toes with a hatchet and
then knocked him senseless with the
butt of a gun. O'Connor was Unconscious in a hospital for ten weeks and
was unable to talk for nine months.
With his five brothers and their
father, he left their home in Brooklyn
in 1914 and enlisted In tho English
arm y.
'
"The only wily to beat the Iliins is
to. kill them," declared O'Connor. "An
eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth,"
should be our slogan. That Is the only
way to stop them.
,
"When 1 was wounded, another soldier got a bayonet jab In the chest.
The Huns told him to stretch out his
arms.
raised his
Then an officer
sword and cut off the man's arms as
the
were
as
if
he
chopping
cleanly
branches from a sapling.' They told
me to put my right foot on a tree
stump.
"A German
took a hatchet and
brought it down on my foot. I pulled
in time to save
the foot, but the
hatchet chopped off three toes. Then
The next
I was struck on the jaw.
thing I knew was when I woke up in
a hospital ten weeks later. I didn't regain the power of speech until I came
to a New York hospital, nine months
later.'1
shoulder,

three

those Jeweled waters. But they were
Out of that cloud glory, over
tho sleepy, beautiful sea, came a
strange radio.
"Lislen to tho chattering of the little subs." The skipper chuckled as he
read it. "Have you seen any ships today? Look out for the strafed AmeriMuller does not ancan destroyers.
swer my call. I am afraid they have
sunk him."

(Detroit Free Press.)
The fate in store for General Wood
He has had
stllf remains obscure.
an interview with the president and
many rumors have resulted therefrom,
but meantime he has "gone back west"
after taking a half tearful leave of the
division he hoped to lead overseas.
General Wood is a capable officer
with a genius for organization.
He Is
liked by the men in the army and he
has th9 confidence and admiration of
the country.

IfWoodrow Wilson, commander-in-chie- f
of the armies of the United
States with power of appointment and
assignment of all officers, will in the
near future give General Wood a place
commensurate with his position and
ability, he will perform an action that
will have the unqualified approval of
the whole nation.

,

"LOOK OUT FOB DKSTROYF.RS"
(Herman Whitaker In the Independent (New York.)
A stream of radios had been coming
up to the destroyer's bridge from
shore stations hundreds of miles awy,
from ships far out at sea, from patrol
boats and mine sweepers reporting
subs. Home were so close that we
were heading across their course. Others came from a great distance
up
the Channel, the Bay of Biscay, north
of Scotland, as far off as the Mediterranean.
. While
they were coming in the sun
rolled down its western . slant and
hung poised for a few moments In a
glory of crimson and gold before it
slipped on down Into a purple sea.
Above stretched a dappled vault that
blazed in rainbow color, save where in
the west a great tear In the radiant
tapestries revealed a wall of pale jade.
It was intensely beautiful, so lovely
Ihnt the mind refused further commerce with the
squabbles crT
Inan; refused to picture the sea murderers thut were lying in wait beneath

jtty.'

company's petition asked rates in.
creasing revenue $500,000 a year.
Under the commission's order rates
for unlimited business telephones in
Denver were Increased $2 a month
and residence rates were raised 50
cents a month. No changes were made
in Colorado Springs, Boulder, Trinidad, Greeley, Fort Morgan or Fort
Collins. In Pueblo the only change
flat rate of $1.50
was in a
was cnangeti to a
a.......niontn, wnicn
....
of thirtl
u.i ,.n. nw.m.
.....
urti.,..a v.
lull n.,..t..
jut i.v nicaouiipu
calls at the same ..price. Increases
were made in certain toll charges.

We've Got 'em

six-par-
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CIVIL WAR VETERAN
IS DEAD AT DENVER
V

MORNING)

JOURNAL eFLCIAL

LEA BSD

Wl

Dener, Colo., June 14. Major General (icoigo M. Randall, retired, vetn
eran of the civil and
wars, died here today after a short
Illness, aged 77 years. He retired in
October, 1905.
After serving in Alaska. General
Randall saw service In the Phlllippine
islands during the
.war. While a brigadier general he
was in command of the central division of the United States army, with
headquarters in St. Louis. He was promoted to major general in 190,".
During his service in the Phillip-pineGeneral Randall did much toward the pasificatlon of the natives
and was called "the. father of the
a title which clung to him
during the rest of his life.
Spanish-America-

Spanish-America-

n
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We can change the whole
atmosphere for you in
5 minutes!
can you think of anything,
that will help you through
the hot summer like the

ELECTRIC FAN
It Isn't a luxury or u pleasure
it's un "essential!"

Throw away the old palm
leaf get an Electric, put
on your coat and be happy

ALBUQUERQUE

GAS & ELECTRIC

COMPANY

there.

bec-au-

GENERAL' WOOD'S FATE.

Wll

Denver, Colo., June 14. Estimatedto
amounting
additional revenue
a year was allowed the
$270,000
Mountain States Telephone company
by a decision today of the Colado
public utilities commission. Rates to
make such an increase possible were
established by the commission. The

iu:n

MF.y

in

ouvh

Sells, commissioner
Affairs, in the American

t Ou to

DU.n

of Indian
Review of

Reviews.)
A imrnviinsitplv
fivp thousand Amer
ican Indians are in the training camps,
or in active service on lanu or sea. ai
least 75 per cent aro volunteers. Many
of them hold commissions, and many
officers.
more are
They are in every station of defensive
service side by side with the white
man, not as Indians, but as Americans.
They are gaining by contact an education that will lead them away from
tribal relations, and give them a definite comprehension of. the genius of
American institutions. As a class, they
are manly fellows and brave soldiers,
quietlv responsive to military discipline. The Indians of the United tSates
purchased of the first and second issues of Liberty bonds nearly 10 million
dollars.
During the war the Indians have
thnir soil rjroductlon by an
average of BO per cent over ante-wa- r
wiey
yields. Within tne lasi live years cultihave practically doubled their
vated acreage and quadrupled the
value of crops and livestock produced,
unit miii ami Rtill own twice the value
of livestock they had in the beginning
ot tnat penoa.

FliKXClI INFLUENCE.
(Stars and Stripes, France.)
One of the Washington state boys
over here is so attracted by the French
and their ways that when he 'gets
back he is going to try to have the
name of his home town changed
Votla! Voila!

to

A DOVE-TALThe European dove of pea'ce
Once coursed the skres above,
But all that can be found today
Is just a piece "of dove.
E.

HAWKINS
Miss Crowley Will demonstrate the merits
of Burnett's Extracts and Color Paste Today.

SPECIAL PRipES
SEASONABLE SUGGESTIONS
Muscadine Punch, pints and quarts
Loganberry Juice, pints and quarts
Purity Cross Chicken a la King
Fancy Boned Chicken, 2 tins
Fancy Imp. Sardines (small fish)
Corn and Oat Crackers, lb.

30c, 55c
.25c, 50c
25c and 50c
50c

1--

i.35c
30c

Potato Chips
15c
Crab Meat,
and Is
65c
35c,
25c, 40c, COc
Lobster, tins
Chase & Sanborn's Orange Pekoe Tea, nice for ice tea,
45c and 85c
tin
;..35c
Cliquot Club Root Beer, 2 bottles
Batavia Mayonnaise Dressing, ready to serve
.40c
l--

2s

FOR OUR 100 PER CENT SANITARY

Meat market

V

We buy the best meats obtainable. If you are looking
for good meat, you cannot make a mistake.
FOR TODAY we will have fancy Beef, Pork, Mutton,
d
Veal, Lamb, Calf Liver, Brains, Sweetbreads,
Hens and Broilers.
Home-dresse-

Chaparral.

Good Liniment for Lamrnese.
"I have found Chamberlain's Liniment a splendid remedy for lameness,
soreness of the muscles and rheumatic
pains," writes Mrs. J. W. Wallace,
Macon, Mo. Mrs. Wallace says further that "it Is the best liniment we
have ever had In the house."

Pay your dues to the
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Cross" cluti.
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FOE SALE

frame, bath etc.,
Did you ever hear of the like? A
sleeping porch, tine shade trees, cemodern house with sleeping
comblock
ment
garage, good barn;
porch on a lot worth $S."0, a block and
4th.
ward.
pletely furnished;
a half from Central Avenue for only
$2,300.
shingle bungalow, $1,250. It doesn't seem possible, does
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood it? Well if you don't believe it, Just
floors,
glassed
porch, drop In at our office and wo will take
sleeping
garage; 4th. ward.
you out and show It to you, but you
stuccoed
$2,500.
bungalow In had better come a running as this one
University Heights, modern,
will go quick.

Feature,

MOVIE

)
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New York, June 14. Today's stork
mnrkPt was strong in the Mrly and
Intermediate periods, hut yielded very
generally towurds the end.
Further favorable war advices, absence of expected disturbances in the
money market, and additional brll- linnt crop reports accompanied the
Time loans Steady.
Sixty days,
early buying and impelled consider
able covering of short contracts.
6 Vi fi'
per cent; 90 days, 5 418
Throughout the day United States per cent; six months, 5'HG per6 cent.
per
Call money Strong. High,
Steel was the conspicuous
feature,
cent; low, 5 per tent; 5 ruling rate,of- C
supplementing yesterday's three-poin- t
per cent; 5 V:
Bain with an additional 2 yt points, per cent; closing bid,
holding' little more than half at the fered at 5'i. per cent; litt loan,
end. Sales, 015,000,
per cent.
Liberty international bonds were
XKW YORK COTTOV.
Irregular.
Total sales (par value) aggregated
New York, June 14.- -. Cotton futures
$.1,275,000.
$25.94 ; Oct.,
closed steady. July,
Closing prices:
fifiVS
Dec. $24.03; Jan., $23.77;
$24. 3S
American fleet Sugar
46
March $23.85.
American Can
American Smeltinsr & Refining. 77 9&
97 Vi
American Tel. & Tel
KANSAS CITY Pltont CE.
17 H
American Zinc .. .
'
."
Anaconda Copper ; .. . . . . . . 04
Kansas City, June 14. Creamery,
84V4 40c; '
Atchison
seconds, 37Vc;
firsts, 3SVac;
55
Baltimore & Ohio
packing, 29c.
25
liutte & Sunerior
Kk
Firsts, 31c; r.econds, 24o.
20
California Petroleum
roosters,
23c;
Hens,
Poultry
14
714
Canadian Pacific
17V4c; broilers, 30iS3oc.
&

6B14
42
37 Ms

Crucible Steel

65
31 M

67

Iron

Cuba Cane Sugar

48
.

Krie
flreat Norethern Ore Ctfs
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
Kennecotte Copper

1

.

57

104
32Vi
115VJ
;

94
27

.

23V.
71

87
4

Pennsylvania

Ttav Consolidated Copper

Reading
Republic Iron & Steel
Southern Pacific
Pouethern Railway
Texas Company

4

23
91
87 Vi

,
.

83
24
14.8

123'

Industrial Alcohol

Vpletd Statees Steel
Utah Copper

1

03

79

14.--T-

Commercial

he

Bulletin will say tomorrow
"The new clip domestic wools are
beginning to arrive in the eastern
markets and valuations have already
been started in order to give the mill
supplies as rapidly as possible. pro-In
this connection the government
gram Is beiny .enlarged to meet the
needs of thesituatiort."
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Chicago, June 14. Persistent selling due largely to auspicious weather
and crop conditions forced material
felines todav in the corn market.
The close was unsettled, lVe to Aunet lowed with July 1.42V4 and
Oats finished
$1.44 H.
gust $1.44 to
unchanged to He off, and provisions
down 5c to 15c.
Comprehensive reports to a lending
authority indicated the crop statu?
above the average, the
generally was
cultivation was being rushed. Besides,
nt
the government forecast showed
likelihood of any Important adverse
change in temperatures or moisture

lc

supply.
Oats were relatively fim because
pessimistic crop reports, the
first of the season.
Provisions receded with corn.
Closing prices:
Corn Juiy, $1.42V4: Aug. $1.44.
Oats July. 69"M,c: Aug., 64V4C
Pork July. $41.25; Sept., $41.50.
T.ard July. $24.12; Sept.. $24.3 ..
Rtbs July, $33.32; Sept., $22. m.

$7.60(0)7.80.

"'sppjrFirm.

,

JXEW.YORK

.

Lead-MJu- iet.

....

.

MONEY.

New York. .TBns i.5 Mercantile
per
naoer. four and six months.
bills. .72V4 per
rent: sterling 60 day
cunt: commercial 90 flay, mils onj

banks,

'4 MSB
'eent.-;

'

per cent; commercial

4.72

4.76
per cent; cables,
"
,

Bar silver,

9 9 Vic-

Mexican dollars,

.

7Te.

,.

KOH KENT

Oo

furnrt(Ti6a

houi,

tour-ro-

LOST.
mi.
Silk ,
Lo.-ked
l. IS'I A til pointer ti"g with louj; chatil
attached to coliur. Dr. Klitr, Phone J 1 4

KuriiTHneti
mmmi buiiKuluw;
KlaRneil In sleeping1 porch; liulit nnd wutet
paid: H!ll:f0 per motlth. tlltl Weyt Conl.

or

Hlill

--

WlllLe

HK.T

M)9.

TiOs'l'

eotuiiinmg ulcss,
AIIiuiUitUc. Ktluin lot.
Kwiird.
"II Thin!
A black leather
l.u.HT
ijuihm
street, between l.euil nnd lluxeliltno.
to Sli West lluiehllne.
Package

lllgtitunris.

roit"

KENT
inodera
D!itraD)
furnlihvd cottai. Phone J1S8-roil itRNT- Modern luniitthed bunuaiovv
KlaKfl porches. Il2:t South Arno.
KOH RENT Kurnlnhed two.room cottage
with aleepltiK porch. 1022 South Waller.
FOIl KENT Three-roofurnished cottage.
HELP WANTED.
Inquire 617 South Broadway. Phone 21U4-Foil KENT Three-roomodern buiiRulow.
Male.
Completely furnished; (wo porcheH; desir116 Houth
able
fall
neighborhood,
Km ami boy. The K'OH'iniM.
(lnr.
vvA.vri-,.FOIt RENT Kuril lsht?d cotUiKu, modorn,
VA.Vl'K DjCh
boy aiTA.varAtlo Jlnu-itwo rottrns nnd ulueping porch; light onyj
W an TlLWiin to muke and deliver Ice water paid ; summer rat en
S.
1210 South
cream, l'h"ne 40.
Edith.
ftand.
rarm
ApWANTED A milker; aia
FOK KKXT New bungalow; 4 rooms. Fur- nlttheU; modern; Bleeping porrh and gar-jRwater iwid. $37.50. National lnve.st-- j
WANTEliNiBbt"cook, must understaoa
ment Co., 102 North Third.
pantry, 'experience d. Apply Mecca .are.
I
WA.Vl'KI-M- an
or ooy with automobile to
General.
travel through New Menleo. A)ily M., FOR KENT Eight room modern house,
Journal.
heat, gas nnd garage. Phone (111.
A 'tvptn(ii'le
VA NT ED
iiihu to di ve an FOR ItENT FurnlHlied
house and
U00
South
h;e cream wauon. Cull at
leeplng porch near car. Kt. I.are chickBroadway.
en range and houses. Phon C8S, Dr. Kins.
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
WANTED Woman cook, $&u; carpentera and
laborers.
Agency. 110 Boutn
BUSINESS CHANCES.
Chicago, June .14. Hotter Market Third. PhoneEmployment
164.
unchanged.
in a lieiieral st'HX. Stalo FOR SALE Health seeker's attention; 6c
WAN 1'KU-cu- -rk
Market
Receipts
higher.
Eggs
age; reference and salary. The Brooks
and 10c store J:.0. Wrlto V. O. B..s 174.
coses. Firsts, 30VJifr32c; Mercantile
13,295
Co,. Cimarron, S, M,
Belen. X. M.
ordinary firsts, 26 (!)30'.2c; at mark, VANTEL)--Coinpe;htenoKi upher. Pracb'Otl 8ALE 'the hesl little restaurant In
cases included, 29 ft 32c.
tical knowledge of bookkeeping very essenThe sooner ynu buy the cheaper
Potatoes Lower. New, receipts 65 tial. Salary $100, HernaUilo Mercantile Com- youtown.
get It. Address P. O. Box 352,
cars: Louisiana nnd Texas sacked pany, Tiernalillo. N. M,
ArlKonn. for particulars.
rt 2.65 ;
same white,
k
Trlumps, $2.40
FOR RENT After .Inly 1st, the Mrs.
s
Female.
$2.1002.25. Old, receipts, 14 cars:
roomliiK and boarding house. .Kit
VVANTEI
and
tlrimnhaw's.
at
'ashler
Minnesota,
of
Is
for
Bouth Edith street. I'urt
furniture
Wisconsin, Michigan
hulk. $1.50i 1.60; same, sacks, $1.70 WANTED Experienced waiireKH at Mecca sale. Photy G32.
1.80.
rafe.
FOK SALE Peanut and popt.rn
ukoii,
cost $900; used one year: good condition;
Th
VV'ANTEO
Poultry Alive, unchnnged.
Competent ualeBvvomuu.
Would
will
take
ut
health
slut.
account
Kconomlst.
consider Ford car. Inoulre 702 WH Iron.
, LIVESTOCK MUSKETS.
WANTKU-- A
girl for general houaework,
FOR RENT Olio of the Deal double storo
tiKi North Second.
buildings and best loruted for ceneral
West
WANTED (Jill for housowoik. 7u7
Chicago LVcslock.
merchandise In tho city. See J. D. &tkin at
Gold. Stern Apartments.
Chicago, June 14 Cattle Receipts
Washington Apartments JOiia West Central.
6,000. Steers steady to strong, few WANTED A cook and also second girl
Phone i"tj.
Phone
8tl.
Bezemeks
stock
on market, best $17.80; butcher
lairy.
calves WOMAN For general housework; no cookslow to lower, quality poor;
For
Box 629, Albuquerque.
Address
ing.
steady.
IHIlse'H
WAKTEUH (Tk ladies who need
Market W N TED ood woman cook t ke-20,000.
Hogs Receipts
care. Phone 1SS3. Mrs. Bernlce Miller, 1117
for two. Call at 710 North Thirteenth.
strong, mostly 10c nbove yesterday's
and frr' general housework; South Walter.
average. Bulk, $16.30(316.00: butch- WANTED-Co- ok
porno, wita
housekeeping rooms. Prefer private fatn-11- 1 U1UH class board and sleeping
ers. $16.35ffil6.55; packing, $16.00Z
(36 riouth Aidt.
room at mmmtr rates,
South Walter.
16.70: rough,
16.35: light, $16.55
16U-Phone
1
WANTED Competent nmld, good eook. for
$15.50(fl)15.75;
pigs, $1 6.25 & 6.7 5.
OH ilBNT Sleeping poich and furnlahed
Market
general lumewrk. two in family. Phone
7,000.
Sheep Receipts
2121-J- .
or call at 10. South edar.
room; table board. Mrs. Abbett, 208 North
lower.
sheep
to
slow
Heavy
unevenly
Phone 8S0.
Walnut.
A neat"appearinir young lady
hardest hit and drug on the market; WANTED
elerk. Call in person. A good opportunity ReJOMS with or without board. Iarge airy
good big weight ewes. $13.50.
for the r'ght party. Hmina & Hanna.
rooms, good honrd. Hot and cold water.
904 South Third. PheneJOSS
Tfl L EG R A PHY, Stenography. IjokTelWngT
Kansas City Livestock.
room
be
rable rooms. "WTth aieeplng
and
tuition
earned FOR Jl ENT-I)e- si
may
Board,
Kansas City, June 14. Cattle Re- Mackay
f..st-claa- e
Business Colleges, Loa Angelea and
table
porch, trot and cold 61water,
Prime
Market
steady.
S West Gold.
1,000.
Fresno.
board. Caia de Oro,
ceipts
fed steers, $17.25(fi)18.O0; dressed beef WANTED Cook and for general houHwork; riHIH CLASS board In a cool and nirlctly
steers, $1 3.50 & 1 7.00; western steers,
family of three; no washing rnd Ironing;
sanitary house. Tlath and electric llghtfl.
14.90; good
$6.75
cows,
..wages. Phone Citi between 7:30 and New Jersey plan. 411 Eat Ontrnl.
$14.00 17. SO;
nnd
n.
m.
9:30
stockers
For convales'TEi.lXftt)Tr"F,SCONDrr)0''
heifers, $9.00(8)15.00;
bulls, $9.00
cents. Something a little better. Coolest
feeders, $8.0015.25;
In city, pleasant surronmllnirn. Jutes
12.00: calves, $8.2&14.nn.
place
TYPEWRITERS.
West Central phone 1112.
reasonable.
Uogs Receipts 5,500. Market higher. Bulk. $16.2516.45: heavy, $J 0.20 ryt'KWKITKItts All miikm, overhauled uml- SHAIiy NOOK ranch offera excellent room
and board. Just the place to get strong.
cee.eeeeJeeeee ce 12 78 12 789ee
repaired. Klbhonai for every mnehlne. Al;
free transportation
Tvpwiter Fixehanpa, I'hona St4 For ratea phone S429P-4pigs, Mittuerque
16.55; light, $16. 20010.45.
I h
now available. Mra. H. B.
Boil
Full
122
'
lib
Accommodations
'
$10.25 !fi 1.75.
Thomaa.
Market
3.000.
Sheep Receipts
W. H. ItEED. of the l.ekhart Kancli
19.75; year- Iral and commercial, ami ,to maintain MKK.
.$16,00
higher. Lambs.18,00:
to (02 Bouth Arnu atreet, when
wethers, $13.00 the integrity of its borders. He also sflahasla moved
lings, $14.00
prepared to take health seekers
i declared
there was little fear of the Phone 8335.
1C.00; ewes, $11.00(3114.50.
resultB of ihe ItusHian breakdown be- EXCELLENT board, room with private
Denver livestock.
ing a menace to India.
aieeplng porch, with or without private
bath. Special eummer rntea. Phone 491, C.
Denver. June 1 4. Cattle Receipts
B. Mellqulat, manager The Murphey Sanl- S 600
Markete steady. Beef seteers,
OPERATIONS
tnrlnm.
16.65; cows and heifers, $8,00
$12.00
13 00: setockers and feeders, $8;0fl
GREATLY
LESSENED
..
FOR RENT Apartment!.
15.00.
1S.25; calves, $12.00
FOU RENT Desirable furnished flals and
Hogs Receipts 100. Market steady.
16.15.
houses. Thaxton & Co., Third and gold.'
IBV MORNINA
JOURNAL .PBCIAL LIA.ca WiM
$16.00
Top. $16".20; few sales,
'
apart-men- ts
Paris, June 14 (via Ottawa.) Ene- FOR RBNT Two and three-rooShe ep-- ' lteeeipt non. Markeet un
Highland
and aieeplng rooms.
my submarine operations have leschanged.
sened greatly in the western and cen- Houaa.
RENT Furnlnhed housekeeping aparttral English channel since the block- FOR
INDIA WILL BACK
ments. Albuquerque Hotel. 21 l- -t North
ading of Zeebrugge and Ostepd.,
Second.
LIMIT
The number of submarines operat- WANTED Man and wife to share furnlh- ALLIES TO
ing has also appreciably diminished,
with two
modern house
ed
owing to the severe losses in recent healthy ladles. 720 New York. Phone 1439-J- .
wii , months,
monin jouHfc peii.
modern apartment
FOR RENT Three-rooLondon. June 14 (via Ottawa.)
Comthe beginnearly new; large sleeping porch.
What India has done since foretaste
1128 East
strictly
sanitary.
furnished,
Cured
of
pletely
of
and
Indigestion
is only a
Constipwar
of
the
Mr.
2.
84
Ask
for
wenmng.
Oold.
ning
Phone
ation.
and
what she will do for a definite
West Cen-tra- l.
"I first took Chamberlain's Tablet; THE WASHINGTON, modern0
common empire, was the statement
family, apart1
.The finest
about six years ago. At that time
well
state.
For
Ire
made todav by the Maharaja of Pati.
people
boose In
the wan greatly troubled with my stomach ment
Phone 2022. Apartmenta furnished
ala, who is in London representing
and suffered from ills brought on by only.
or partly furnished. J. n. Eakln Prop.
princes of India at the sessions of the
Sanln Kc
South SPL'onil.

uml

per
:

';

;'
-

Government bonds, Irregular.
Railroad bonds, lmgulttr. ...

V

'l1

;

cabinet. India today, he
imperial war surer
than ever of the
added, was
of the
greatness, Justice and humanity
allied causo and proud to do her fall
future.
of
the
share in the great work
India will have none of German
has been active
propaganda which continued
by saythere, he stated. He
ing thut recruiting had been satisfac-In
the
requirements
tory and that all
this direction would he fully met. He
said that India was quite ready to take
the npoessary step to prevent the Gei'maa Influence, pallt-

W

2UI
A

ut

t.old.

I'lii.ni.

liiHuiance.

FOR RENT

11117.

Notary Public

Foil

KEN

Uiii:'

Tl

KOU

KEN T

-

F u r n ah o&

rooin.

2

II

15

Albuquerque Hotel.
o. week, bath;
FOR- 7i5ixKoorii3
team heat; no Hick; over Golden Kule 8 to re
FOK KENT Moaei-rurnlntiea room; do
ick; running water. KWjfr Weat Central.
FultKKNT-aiig- e
nicely furntshed nmi;
rlose In for lad; no siik. ;!! NnriU Fifth.
FOIl KENT i''urittiied ruolim f tr bUfjf'ittfip-Ing- r
North
and ulngle room a, l- -l
Third. I
M 'EK IA i
KOI M S
Nice
dean numis;
Wimlworth'n,
rules ly day or week; o
North
-

319

Went

Ontrnl.

rtom and sleeping
FOIl iFen f Pic
close in;
porch, modern convenleneea;
reasonable. 615 Wwt Copper
deHrrabie
front nuna;
Foil KENT Two
lady;
,sultalile for married couple or ulngle
n
elrk. U:t North Keeond. T'hnne 14H7-W- .
FOR ItENT Nicety furnnm.a out.lde roomi
by thfl week or month; alno furnished room
fur light homekeeplng. Elmi Hof.e.1, corner
Flrit and Ttjtraf.

South.
EUR RENT -- Two alecpihg looms; 5(15 South
Third or phone L'lMlO.
bXll ItE.MT Furillnlied 10 on; aoparuie eu- trance. 613 West Coal.
FOK KENT Furnished rooma, 414 Woat ll- ver; no lick, no children.
rouma for
VGlt" RENT Two
furnished
housekeeping. 51:1 West Silver.
FOU rtETTNlcely tmnnnedTooin. No alck.
First clnss board. 73 West Sliver.
FOU ItENT Large, eiean lurniined room..
Call evetilnes. 400 Bouth Berenth.
modFOR HUNT Three furnished rooms,
ern, no sick need apply. Phone 1M7-W- .
FOrf RENT Furnished rooms for light
housekeeping: Inquire at (108 South Third.
FOR RENT Nlcely furnished . front bed
608 South
close In. Phone 1436-JFifth.
two looms
FOR ltliNT Nicely fiiniirilied
and sleeping porch fur Unlit housekeeping.
722 West Lend.
for
rooms furnished
F(RltKNT--Tw'- o
housekeeping: also sleeping rooms. No sick
417 West Silver.
FOR RENT J"our r. ntns and hath room,
j9-or Inquire at
furnished. Phone
17 South Third.
.'"'OR
RENT Tiylee furnished housekeeping
rooms, sleeping porch, until, sus, etc..
R.
Mfi'ltiKhan, 210 West Hold. Phone
$17.

Pi ill sa lk
FliU SAI.K--.Ventral.
Knit SALE l''ivli Initiei inilli mid Imtie
Cull I'hi.n.' L'lll-I'i;- .
Klllt HALE llloodod lloft.oi hull lo.
lid.
llillh. liLt Snulll S
SALIvHtoVK, two burner, uvell
and tiluller; like
itaiHaho 1'lione
Huf.-W-

,

i

ioiik.. with
with .ipiliiK.i, cheap.

Wuolworlh.

EUlTtALEAii
vlRoroun

plontH

wdi.

t

at holt pm-eImjulre Mr. Mafnh at

l.u

r pianix, a lew doaeii large
15
North
at :t"'0 dnzen.

Twelfth. I'hono

SALEuriure

K. KKAI'T
I'rolnl Hargans
I S, Barnett Uulldlug
Phn
Appolntmeuta Mad by Kail

t'Ol'l'

H. V.

IM

Dentl.t

Room

(

E

I'lllSICIANS

Mellul

Building

AND

KIKOICONH

l. CARTWRHIIIT
Limited to Women's sue) CkU
Area's Diseases
1121 B Central
Phoiia 171. Albuquerque. N. M
HKM. 11 I I. a BABKH
Practice limited to Kye. star. Noes a
TIIHOAf
Office Hours: 10 to 11; I to I
State National Bank Building
DK. SAP A II COKKR
Practice Limited to Children.
Office Rooms I and I, Wright Bldg.
Fourth and Gold.
Hours 3 p. m. to 6 p. m.
Residence Phone 2076.
Otflae Phone Ml
MAKUAKKT

CK.

Practice

FOR SALE
WANTED

Miscellaneous.

WANTED To rent or buy .1 good sued
.
camping lent. Phone 2I3I-JWANTED SecoiHl hand furniture. Brown's
Exchange. 403 South First. Phone fi"8.
WANTF.DLaiei curtains washed . and
stretched S'.c per pair. Phone 198t-JWANl'ElJ To shire my home with
722 South
couple, phone 1U85-Walter.
i huml fluUtllii; aniF furnWA Vri:TSc
iture. Brown's Kxchnntf.'. Phono 07S, 403
South First.
rake
WANTEI--Klti- ht
or ten foot hay
t'nlon Loan Co.,' 1210 South Third. Phono
12P8.

"bRRENt:oR

'

ilooma

0.

WANTED Oood roadatir of chummy roud-stfull particulars, first letter. Address
Cash, care of Journal.
HIGHEST" GASH "PKICB ilpAlO FOR" JUNK
JUNK CO.,
BY TUB SOUTH vVSSTERV
WBS ALSO
19.
114 WEST LEAD. PHONE
BUT OLD AUTOS.
907.
HAVE your mattress renovated. Special
nighlanfls.
summer rales. Juno only, t3 up. AlbuSouth
HI
querque Mattress Co., lou South Second1.
FOR RENT Furnished room. ,
Phone 471.
Walter. Phone J.
At once,
furniture for 2 or 3
FOK RENT Light housekeeping rooms; no WANTED must
tie cheap for ca.sh. Apply by
rooms;
stele. - 222 South Broadway.
giving full particulars to Mr. La Rue,
room
with
aleoptn letter,
FOR- RENT Large
1303 East Central.
porch; Ideal for two. 615 East Central.
PIANO TUNING and repairing. All work
i'O It RENT Room sT furnished for houseguaranteed
strictly first. class. J. H.
keeping: sleeping porch. 410 South Edith. Edwards, with Albuquerque Music Co., Ill
gas West Central. Phone 778.
F?'in7k.'T Light housekeeping roomsArno.
WANTED-Seeond-arange, also sleeping room. !8 South
iid
men's and boys'
FOIt' KBNT Boom w ith sleeping porch and
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunks
board tor woman. 112 North Walter Phone snd suit cases. Call 6tt. Qbloago Second1754.
hand store, 317 South First.
FOR RENT Room with sleeping porch and CHIROPODIST Corns and callouses .re112
Nortlr
Mrs.
Brown.
1754,
board. Phone
moved without pain. Bunions treated: InL. Ch"ise. Overland
.
Walter.
grown nails cured.
Hotel. 209
West Central. Phone C94.
FOR ItENT Rooms furnished for house110
South
V
niulf
A
D
carrier unl wife a
NTE
By.
keeping, large sleeping porch.
Wulnut.
small furnished house and room to raise
porch chickens and house same. We will tie a
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping
permanent tenant. E. K. E. care Journal
tub or without board. Phone D71. 1123 Wa7.TED5o!oiio
East Central.
bags. PojT from 2o to a
each. GOO tons scrap Iron. Pay from
FOU RENT Furnished room With sleeping
101
to
lb.
Patriotic duty, St.
per
porch: gentleman preferred; no sick.
Junk Co., 405 South First atreet. Phone S73.
South Walter.
nnd one STANLEt' KOBIHII.A, tailor, N. T. Armljo
FOR RENT Two unfurnished
building. Boom 29. Corner Central and
partly furnished room, modern, no sick. Second.
Ladles and gents suits made to or421 South Edith
der, denning, pressing and repairing. All
room
front
Furnished
private
RENT
FOR
work
guaranteed.
entranc, clone to good boarding house.
Ill South Walter
SALE Automobiles.
FOR
anil
privilege
TlENT
FOR
Sleeping porch
of using kitchen for lady; boarding house FOR SALE Ford .oiiring cai, cash or
1592-Phone
close by. Call 1175.
modern apartment FOR BENT Furnished modem apartnevtH,
FOR REN"!1
ComZ rooms and bath. 814 V.'est Coal.
nearly new large sleeping porch.
Pn-on843 FOR SALE
pletely furnished. 1124 East Gold.
Dodge Bros.'
Ask for Mr. Wehklng.
car; run about 8.000 miles. In very good
ovsr-'V- e
tires.. Inquire 109
with
condition,
General.
North First.
modern FOR SALE Studebaker. touring
furnished
FOR RENT Nicely
car in
rooms for light housekeeping. Phone 1773.
good condition, will accept reasonable ofFOR SALE Milch cow with young calf. fer. Call at 1301 North Second after 6:30
1046 North Eighth.
P.
FOR SALE One pair Belgian hares and FOR SALE Model N.
607
e
be
sold
must
moy-nhltoday.
pen;
good condition, cheap for cash,
West Marquette.
leaving elty. Cull at dl8 Gobi avenue or
vn6 a A T M A fw rnntl Pulnnd Chins phone CI 4. Mr, Parr.
good work IfOlt SALE One 1917 Studnbaker roadster.
sows, bred or open. One
two 1910 Htudebaker touring cars, one
rrorse. reasonable. Phone 2411.FJ.
COMPART 1910 Ford touring, one 1917 Maxwell D. pasDUROlfHCKl
'ir"Rl6l3RANDE
Colemnn-Blan- k
Onrage.
of Albuquerque The largest breeders of senger.
pure tred hogs In the great southwest, can. "FOR RENT
Rooms.
Office
failed
te
If
wants.
yon
haa
yeur
supply
make the pig pay or are Interested In the FOR RENT Offices In suite or vlngle. Call
scientific raising of hogs for profit In New
upstairs, over Wnolworth's srore.
Mexico, we extend a helplnr hand.. Olre full
office
FOR
RENT I front
connecting
details of your sltustion when writing.
rooms over Golden Rule Stors. Inquire

""'

i.

1)11.

FOR SALIC I .allien' coats anil nulls frum 'i
to SH. Sanitarygood ns new. ItiOl West
,
Mountain Hond. 1110110 24'U-J- .
FOR SALE Light pony phaeton In good
order: cheap. Just the thing lor an InW. M. SHERIDAN, M.
p. o. Box 377. city.
valid. Phone 1M01-FPractice Limited to
Knit SALE Howard uiiritfht piano, wulnul
excellent condition; GKN1TO-- 1 UINAItY
finish, worth $4110
I) 18 BASICS AND
11il cash. Address Box III, cure of .lournal.
UISKASI S OP TI1U 81UN
FOR "SALE- One "Royal" typwrlte" No. !:
MIONB 884.
Two cash registers; one lurge Mtisleraafe;
Albaqnetrwast.
eleelrlo flxturi'S, etc.; nil cheap for cash. ritlxona Hunk Bldif.
Cull Room 12, Metropolitan llldg., Central
WANTEEK Position.
and First.
AIN1
ROOK
WANTE D For housecleanlng ana Job work.
joo per gallon. Roofs unuer our oars will
Phone 932 or 948.
Improve from year to year. We can put on WANT D Position by capable
lady
4 new roof that will last as long aa the
L. S., Journal.
her. A
building. The Maniano Co. Pbons 1EJ1-D-- 14
E
WANT
Mov,
with heel.
(10 South Walnut.
yeurs wains
Address II. B, this office.
posltlo
ERIE curbon roof paint and root cement WANlTF
YminR
ttmptoy-an- y
I)
(148Uijm
iittorriMy
I
Devoe
lasts
s.
five years.
tops leaks;
ment.
kind. PUnao Kivm particular!.
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-laI
f
A,
IC.
AihlroK
rare
Jtiurnal.
cold water katsotnlne, and be satisfied.
Thns. F. Keleher, 408 W. Central. Phime 410. WANTE li I'ltgitfnti
by fit t flu hh l',rf iuli
Addrt'ws
cook.
Lvin Ilia noli aril, car
Journal.
vTn"te
FOR SALB
by ytiunic latly "ill ItirinV
to do Hht ofnrn work; ki'm1 inJunitlun,
ONE
Centrifugal pump and
motor. With incisure control. Ap- capable and relluble. Aildrena T. I., euro of
Journal.
ply D. Weinman, care Economist.

Chamberlain's Tablet!
constipation.
were the first medicine that helped
FOR
me in the least. They not only afDrestoi'. chairs, sanitary cot,
forded me quick relief, but by con- FORPClE
etc. 117 Smith Kfllth.
bed,
use
a
time
I
for
short
their
tinuing
Rnnm JS
To buy second hand furniture.
was cured of indigestion
and
my WANTED
FOR SALL Livestock.
Phone 678. Brown's Exchange. 403 South
FOR RENT Offices In Metropolitan Buildbowels were restored to regular ac- Fleet
cow'
heifer
and
Central avenue and First
Foil" SALE Froslr Jersey
ing, corner
Mrs. Q. W. Jackson
tion," writes
ink-Iitr.-ehorses,
en aulte or singly; low rental. Call
three
good
also
calf;
PERSONAL.
Litchfield, III.
f Woe j 12. Metropolitan
Bldg
weight about 1100 pounds. ' Louie Clarion. 710
Avwith car will drive parties; reasoa.
'
Ked LADY
Pay your dnos to the "Two-B- it
all
two
Will
sacrifice
aide rates. Phr.m- - J5-.l- .
good
SALE
FOR
For aal
Crow'' club.
or re ill, th
around horns with good double set harCt'T thliToiitfor"luck. Tour future foretold;
near Dickenson's,
R, McClughQ, J10 Went
send ilme. age. birth date, for trial read-- ' ness. Itnnrho De Atrlsco,
"
Hl'Swain
'."".'ZT
fourth,
Hut
Q,
m.
Journal Wttct A4 bring reiultji,
Tuluila,
f
luv Man, Sodtilo,
cook-stov-

Attorney at Imw
I, Law Library Building
ItKNTWTS

Miscellaneous

t'sed two moulds.

FOIi"itEN
TiOUMekeepliiK
vate bath, ifllt North Fourth.

KODKY.

HODEV

HugKV. 211) Went Copper,
"";.. n,i ''B7infi"i'ho"ii? i h;-.- i
small nale. (.'all ut 40 J West

Iroiit;

4.Vntral.
room with pri-

Gold.

Suit

Hoiitlt Arti-KOH KA LE - Vol. no

Vt

JOHN W. WILSON
. . Allomejr
Cromwall Building
Roomi IE. 11 and 19.
Phona 1172

Bleeping

118 West

409.

tuit kali.
iron

Rooms.

the

STAR FURNITURE CO.
Phone

FOR SALE

Brick, 5 rooms, d.indy porches, hardwood floors,
garage,
fence, I'or only $2,700. Good terms.
It Mofl.lfilMN
Fire unil

good

fur

porrh.

KOll BAI.K

North.

South Seventh.
uvy at 214 Wtat Gold,
TO It JtENT
in Dialled
lilenuntly
houie on Wast Central, gurjtf-e- , lawn, etc
Plo ne DCU--

T

& CO.

AND GOLD.

1300

South.

l.o

East St. Xduls spot,

$7.657.75.

aliude.

'

'

NEW YORK METAft.
New York, Tune 14.

Mcu

1,

ROSTON WOOU '
Boston, .Tune

FLOCIEE

und sleeping porch.
North Second.

Retj,'lJ''

121

Vnion Pacific
S,

14

89 ',4

Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
Northern Pacific

XT.

5

38

A.

U1 Estate. Insurance, Loans
ill Bou- t- Fourth ItrMt

THIRD

L Wssdm C.

adobe, pebble dashed,
lot 75x142, cement walks,
cement block coping, 3rd. ward.
udolxs, pebble dashed, REAL ESTATP!, FIRE INSURANCE,
$3.200.
LOANS.
modern, three good porciies, large
216 West Gold.
cemented cellar, fruit and shade Phone 156.
trees, lot 150x120; 4th ward.
brlclt, city water,
$1,700
toilet,, electric lights, new
floors, newly papered and painted;
north.
near shops; easy terms.
FTltIff NT Furnished iiuuw two rooms

Con-

Central Leather
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & Set. Paul
Chino Copper

TEMTON

ATTOKNKV8

WARDROBES
for sale,

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

We have some home made

About five acres, eight miles from
town, good auto road all the way.
Needs some cleaning up but Is a fine
piece of land and lots of fruit. A
bargain t $1,200. Terms arranged.

tire-plac-

Gaining
Yester- -

Points Over
clay's Notable Rally,

,

OOM'T CALL

,

HotrJ

Small Fruit Ranch

12,500.

United States Steel Is the

&

McMANUS

ii

lrf

y'Wj

"A

FOU SALE

!

$2.000
modern,

Fuel

firs jWksrsJ

'f

I

1

Ttaroigii tibi

THEN EASES OFF

Colorado

.

Wsuaft "

C

2

GEORGE

BY

Ysf' TVV wfpf

A,

STOCK HURKE T

spicuous

SEVEN

15, 1918.

sale::

Real Estate.

Hale: Lot on North High 15
from Optra! Ave. east front. Phone

FOR

feet
1M1-.-

1

Poultry and Eggs

FOR SALE

Brown Leghorn snd R. I. setting
sggs prise strain, II. 00 for Is, Robinson. Old
Town, Phooe 22 1.
T.E
FOIt-SAruse
Entire flock Navnjos.
combed 11. I Reds. Mrs. L. E. Thomas,
717 East Ilaicidlne.
FO'R SALE S. C. White
leghorn baby
chicks and hatching eggs. Box SIS. Pbons
1769. Gentry's poultry Ranch.
FOR SALE "Layer snd Payer" White Irfg-hnr- n
baby chicks. IIS for 100; 19.60 for 10.
IS for IB.
Toll's Poultry Ranch, P. O. box
107, elty; phone 1777.
FOR SALE

MONEY TO LOAN.
MOEYSTo"T(!rjrNOo' raTsUteIocuTttir'
.07 WM rvild cite Re.ltv Cn. Phone 77

SALE.
nT'Tt A r EBwhl iTltTsec

JOR
AL E

F( lC

lions leased land six sections fenced plenty of outside range will run about K00 head
of cuttle, will trade for a small place with
alfalfa on It or will trade for house and lot
In Albuquerque.
Located 12 miles northeast
of Socorro on auto road. Address Ed Augh-neSocorro, N, M.
"
FOR 8A1.E The" f'netAi "fruit anTal-falf- a
ranch In che vaMey, must ba sold
at once; a bargain;, three acres nt choice
bearing fruit trees; rust In alfalfa; two-roo-m
house with sleeping porches: plenty nt
out buildings: tbls year's crop will almost
nny for the place.' Phooe US or call at 114
West Central.

'j

PASTURAGE.
FOR RENT Pastura with water In city
limits. 1150 per month
In advance.
Phone J17H-SEVENT Y "acres of pasture, 11 per hea.
month.
Dolde'n Ranch. 4 miles anutl
town. Phone isita.

FOR

RENT

FOR RENT
gy. 11.00 for
hours.

S

Miscellaneous.

Gentle driving horse and bughours. Pbone I594.J. at meal

TOR SALE

Houses.

SALE Fiiurteeu-roohouse. lnodernT
two bath rooms, ranges, shades, garage,
close 1m Thaxton A Co.
FOR SALE Nice borne, furnished
and a
good paying Easiness. 14.00s. bait cash.
Jourt.sl office.
Rungalow,
"
ES
My "residence In University
Ilelihu. Sleeping porches, garage, eta.
Terms If necessary. Phone H9 or 1I2S-FOR

TIME CARDS.

ATCHISON. IOPBKA

WAY

SANTA FB RAIL-

ro.

Weetlionnd.
Class.
Arrives
Depart
. . 7:10 pm.
8:30 pm.
The Scout
3. California
Limited ..11:45 am. 12:45 pm.
7. Fargo
Fast
..10:45 am. 11:11 am.
.. 1:30 am. 1:30 ant
I. The Navajo
Southbound,
101. T.l Paso Express ....
10 :U pm.
SO 7. El Paso
11:45 am.
Express ...
Ea.tbound.
10. Tbe Scout
7:35 am. 1:08 am.
. 6:00 pm.
6:40 pm.
I. The Navajo
4. California Limited .. 6:00 pm.
7:0poi.
I. Santa Fe Eight.... 1:65 pm. 10:20 pro.
From Sut.
810. Kansas City and Chicago, 7 SO am,
(
3:1b paa. t
401. K.an--M
Cltf aad Chlu-g- o,
No.
1.
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
S18 WEST CENTRAL

GUARANTEED.
,
ALBUQUERQUE,

WD J M HERE

N. M.

POSSIBLY NOT UNTIL MONDAY
200 pounds home-grow- n
II)
"...10."
weel Mignr
iul another hll'OX I f nice tomatoes, III., 20c; less by the linskel.
SKH iiil today, summer siiiiish only. II)
10c
Cue iimhci"-- , licucl Iclliicc. applet, urnpe fruit, oranges, lemons, baf 2c
nanas, lb

I'ic cherries.
butter

13c

Hi

U. S. Food

WARD'S
HOMER
315

Phones

License No.

STORE
WARD

II.

Marble Avenue.

I

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES
Coul and South

Phono

Waller.

578

TYRIC THEATER
The Greatest Comedy Show Ever in Albuquerque
THE ONE AND ONLY

Charlie '
Chaplin D""c""'dy

In His New Milliot

A

Three-ree-

l

Super-Featur-

'A DOG'S
LIFE

e

This is the picture that blocked traffic on Curtis
Street, Denver, Colo., at the American Theater.
Also We Will Have a Nestor One-reand a Christie
One-reComedy All Comedy Show
el

el

Adults 15c

ADMISSION

Children . 1 Oc

a. m. to

8.000

i

'
AlhiHiueraue's "million dollar kid
has come to eripf.
'Colonel" K. '. Dorsey. who was
arrested by I. as Vegas authorities sev-rrdays uno ami drought here to
twee charges of passing worthless
checks and drafts, was arraigned
Judge W. V. MK'leilan in police
court yesterday af.ernoon. Following
a hearing' he was hound over to appear before the ranil jury. His bund
was placfd at $ 1,000 and in default
de was committed to the county jail.
According to the police Horsey cut
quite o brilliiint figure for a time, previous to his icoing to Las Vegas. He
is said to have posed as a millionaire
and to have won the heart of a pretty
young woniun here. Then, too, there
is a Joke on the insurance men of the
city connected with his romantic tale.
was
learning that the "millionaire"
to a young woman the
engaged
knights of protection swarmed about
him like bees around a hive. All
seemed to meet with success. When
they approached the affable "colonel"
they were greeted with a smile and
dismissed rejoicing over the sale of
large policies. In fact, the aggregate
to;al sold to the "colonel" has been
found to amount to $1 40,000. Each
insurance agent joyfully went his way,
carrying with him, so the police say,
a check or first payment on the polities. The agents had pictured the
desolation of a home without proper
protection in time of need and each
felt that his eloquence had borne
fruit. Imagine their chagrin and consternation when they found the papers they held were worthless.
will your sweetheart say
. What
wncn sue tinds you are in jail?' a
official
asked Horsey yesterday,
police
"Foolish little girl," was the laconic
reply.
"That was certainly some Insurance
you bought," the officer persisted,
"Oh, yes, I had qtiito a little," was
the cool reply.
The police are somewhat puzzled
over the demeanor of the prisoner and
believe he, possibly has been connect-- i
cd with other offenses
against the
peace and dignity of the enmmon-- !
wealth. His record will he investigat-- .
cd.
W. S. H

....

.

BEEF RESTRICTIONS

IN

DM, E

FUND

With $.1,000 to their
credit last
night, the workers in the V. W. C. A.
nuance campaign will make a determined ittort today to raise another
thousand dollars at least. Not less
than $t),U00 is absolutely necessary In
order to carry out the original plan
01, a dowmown
center with rest una
social rooms, and an educational and
recreational program, but will not of
course proMde for a cafeteria. 'J his is
a
tile
to
great disappointment
workers because it is one of the things
business women
havu
particularly
asked for, and which is much needed.
In time, it is hoped that this department can be established, and this will
be planned for. Those in charge of
the campaign feel however that' if any
yoifng women have made pledges to
the campaign solely for the cafeteria
they should be given the opportunity
to cancel those pledges and they are
usked to communicate with Miss Kennedy at the V. W. ('. A. as soon as
possible. The campaign workers yesterday Included the following men's
team under the captaincy, of Mr. A. B.
Stroup: M. E. Hickey, C. T. French,
A. L. Martin, 1). A. Porterfield, Charles
II. McKean and Rabbi Hcrgmnn. The
women's teams were much encouraged
by the men's help.
W. S. S,

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
DELIVERED BY H0DGIN
The commencement address of the
University of New Mexico was the
principal feature of the simple exercises which marked the end of the
terms. The address was delivered by
Dean C. K. Hodgin in Rodey hull yesterday morning. Miss lloitense Swit
in
a munnei
?.cr sang "Goodbye"
which won the hearts of her hearer
and Stanley Seder played 'America."
"The 1918 class has experienced
conditions never before known in the
world," Dean llodgin said. "Yon men
and women will play an Important
and the
part in the reconstruction
aftermath. Go forth and meet your
responsibilities."
Tlie dean explained that the uniin
various
versity has 157 men
branches of the military service of
said
the service
the United States and
Hog of tho school must be enlarged
to accommodate the additional men
who recently have joined.

2

I
House of High Class Pictures and Music

and Evening

Women of the American

ara Kimball Young

Armv

TODAY

And Her Own Company

Third and Gobi

Building

PRESENTS

ammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

HAY FEVER

It

Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Finger Surgery.

f

'

Shirley
Kaye

j

C. U. CONNER, M. D. 1, O.
Office Stern Building
Phones Offi'-- 655. Residence, 825

I)' Hulbcrl Footner

Let Us Send a Man
To Replace That Broken
Glass.

LIMBER CO.
423 N. First.

ALBIQlERQIE
Phone 421.

MARRON

DR.

Scenario by Margaret Tnrnhull
Directed by Joseph Kaufman
Distributed by Select Pictures
Coi'iKiration

Window

II

a

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
. ANP HER OWN

The story of American life,
s
relieved by several
comedy scenes ami threaded
wilh it genuine love interest
that appeals to nil.

COMPANV

SHIRLEY K AVE

high-clas-

ALONSO

321 Ji WEST CENTRAL

Phone

831-.

"BACK IN THE BALKANS"

GRIMSHAWS
Second and Central
"Grlmshaw Wants to See You"

MATINEE
EVENING

WANTED

Admission..

B

:

4X44H4

USED CAR SALE

II 1LJJ

Adults, 10c; Children, 5c
.Adults, 15c; Children, 10c

Admission

TIME OF THE SHOW'S

An experienced Sash and Door
Maker,
CHICAGO MILL & LI'MBEH CO
Albuquerque, N. M.

--A-

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON

ILUNCH at

1

.,
:U0, 2:1.--

5-

--

WANTED

7-

Strong Brothers l

D

513-31-

4:30, 0:15, 8:00,

fl:l,-- i,

P. M.

THEATER

HIGHEST ('LASS IN
EVERY WAV

Today Only

Look Over the List You May
Find .lust What Yon Want.

ANNOUNCED BY LOCAL
ner in the I. O. O. F. .hall today. All
....
visiting delegates to the encampment,
VOL K SLM DAY DINNER
One Willys-KnigFOOD
Veterans
all comrades,
w S. H.
Touring,'
ADMINISTRATOR
confederate
.$750
and their wive and all sons of veterHome dressed chicken, BelHOSIERY
HOLEPROOF
ans
invited.
are
One
Overland
Touring,
lamb,
gian hares,
xrk,
Bccfi.teak
One
a
incinl
week.
Airs. James F. Campbell, 718 South
Just in by express Ladies'
Kansas City beef, cnlve's liver,
passenger
$l.0
Roiled Hoof Two mollis a week.
Thud street, yesterday received a letmeat loaf, Ciold Bund sausage,
Overland
One
black
$1.25.
Thread
Hose,
Touring,
Honxt
Beef
Silk,
One
niciil
a
week.
F.
ter
from her son, James
Campbell,
cherries, aprk'ots, berries, cantalMchIm' with beef to be on
$300
E. L. WASHBURN CO.
separate
Jr., stating that he was starting for
oupe-, bananas, apples, oranges,
One
Overland
days.
Touring,
not
a
The
did
s.France.
card
contain
s.
fresh
vesvluhlos
complete line of
6 - passenger
$275
Following are the rulings just
date or postmark but Campbell probLlvcry and saddle liorses. Trimble's
food administration
One Overland Roadster. .. .$1."0
ably is with his regiment 'in Frame adopted bythe the
Red
Barn.
use of beef which are in
regarding
now.
One Overland Roadster . . . .$275
effect until further notice. Pork is
Malleocci, Palladino&Co. I
Jndg Granville A. Richardson, of not
Overland
One
under
sumTouring,
official
ban
the
during
in
Roswell
the
was
district,
judicial
Groceries and Meats
5 in sse n ge r
mer months and no regulations have
$ I SO
afIn
the
the
city
yesterday,
45-4Vleaving
801 W. Tijcras. Phones
made which effect it.
One Buick
Touring,
ternoon fur Santa Fe. He expects to been
$0,"i0
passenger
return to Albuquerque Sunday and a The new rulings adopted following
conftrence of hotel and restaurant
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS
from here go to Roswell, where he
One liuick Touring (Light
keepers of the city Thursday afternoon
will bold court Monday, Judge Rich$1100
6)
WHITE FRONT CAFE
ardson i out for nomination on the One set' of rules were made for the
One Studebaker Klx,
were
city
rinrrrmr.-itiwhich,
however,
withdrawn
ticket for United States after
206 KOl'TH SECOND
$8."0
senger
they were found to' be unsatsenate.
AMOXfS
MANY
A. II. Hudspeth, United States mar- isfactory. The new rules affect private
BARGAINS
individuals and keepers of public eatTHE ABOVE. CALL AND
Undertakers
shal, has issued the following ruling ing
places alike.
on registration of alien enemy feLOOK Til EM OVER
No
reason
the
for
of
th
PROMPT SERVICE.
PHONE
adoption
DR. H M. BOWERS
males:
"In registering as German
hns
been
announced
the
rulings
by
75.
STRONG BLK COPPER
alien females, registrants who are stnte
food administrator, other than
Id
OnfenpHth1
rhydlrlan, tPfrtallEtnf
AND SECOND.
members of any religious community
KISTLER-OVERLANCO.
Ktir, Nh and Thrunt, Ant (mitt, liny
or order of any denomination wherein that the officials at Washington had
Occidental
(Htarrhiil
Fevrr,
ordered
le4ifne.
the
curconsnmplon of beef
is prescribed the wearing of a head1,1 e
Third nnd Uuld. IUideuc
710.
W.
Central.
Bid.,
Phone
tailed.
dress or part of the religious
habit
phone 8J; vlUrc phone
W. ft. a
may furnish photographs of themIn Incomes.
Broker
selves wearing official headdress.
June 14. A larger
The Duke City Rifle association will
Washington,
start n series of training lessons, in proportion of .brokers than of any
the use of the military rifle, at Hope- other occupation class reported in.
well park Sunday
morning at 9 conns of more than $3,000 in 1916,
o'clock. The lessons will include the and farmers made proportionately
correct use of the sling and how to the smallest number of returns. It
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
was shown today In an analysis of insighting bar and the come
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273. get into it. The
tax returns for 1916. One out of
of sight correcmethod
triangulation
Mandell
returned last night
(iladys
These lessons are free to all every five brokers made returns but
from a three months' visit in C'ahfor tion.
American citizens of military age. only one In 400 farmers. Nearly
nia cities.
of all lawyers and judges made
Come and let us make a triangle of
Miss Jane Campbell left yesterday your sighting and explain to you returns.
afternoon for Chicago, where she will where you are at fault.
spend the summer vacation.
TWO PARTS
HOLEPROOFHOSIERY
Miss Helen Finch, her brother and
Men's
metwill
this
leave
for
black, pearl, gun
mother
morning
Santa Fe to spend the summer.
al, dark tan, dark brown, green
Miss Maud Rodney, Miss Kehecca
Infants Trexler.
navy or white, 35 cents three
Skipwith and Miss Allie Atkinson
THREE-PARFuneral services for the twin
EEATl'RE
left for their home In Koswell last
Trex-le- r
rori.uu.
Mrs.
Mr.
of
and
Ralph
daughters
s
night.
E. L. WASHBURN CO.
Thomas
at
held
will
be
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Snyder will leave
W. 8.
chapel at 9 o'clock this mornthis morning for the upper Rio Pecos, ing. The
tor
Rev. A. M. Knudsen,
Persons who wish to mew or take
where they will go into camp for a of the English Lutheran churchpat'will oat
COMEDY
membership In the Red Cross
week or ten days.
Intemnent will be private ran do
officiate.
so by calling at Strong's Book
Mrs. Mert Williams left last night in Falrview cemetery.
Store. O. A. Matron A. Co., Grlmsliaw's
lor Kl Pa.so. Tex., to visit her son,
or Mrs. II. B. Ecrgnson, or by phoning
Leonard Williams. The small child BAD MENFAiL ToTaKE
the chairman of the Membership comof the latter is very ill.
W. I). Deveny, mehanleal superinmittee. No. mi.w.
THREAT
BLACKMAIL
GOOD
at
Fe
railroad
tendent for the Santa
Amarillo, Tex., was a visitor at the
GENTRYS EGGS
Santa Fe shops yeHterday.
A hold (?), bad
7). blackmailer
George F. Dutt, principal of the had beei bluffed by Thomus S. MitchHawkins,
skinner. Champion. Con- United States Indian school, will leave ell, proprietor of Hotel Combs.
roy and San Jose Market; 55c dozen.
today for Chicago to attend summer
Mithcell recently received a "black-hand- "
school at Chicago university.
letter demanding that he go
HOLEPROOF HOSIERY
Fred Hlggins arrived In Albuntier-ou- e to a point between
Alhuquerue and
atlast night from San Marclal to
Men's
near Uarelas bridge, with a
silk faced, white,
Isleta,
We Are Expecting a Few Berries of
tend the regular dance of the Good bag of money, which he was to hand
Time club. Mr. Higgins is president to the writer of the letter without navy, dark brown or black
All Kinds
50 cents thread silk, 75 cents.
of the club.
Ike Sinclair, cousin of Stationmaster parley.
L.
E.
office
WASHBURN CO.
notified the sheriff's
Strawberries are short for a time on account second
Ed Sinclair, and member of an Infan- andMitchell
hid near the
several
try regiment, has arrived safely In bridge. Thendeputies
Mitchell drove to the
crop berries being late this year.
France according to word received designated point without the money.
$1
here yesterday.
iMtchell waited for
officers
Four suit pressed $1.25.
Apricots, Cherries, Nice Bananas, Apples, Oranges,
John T. Wolf enlisted In the quar- The time butand
the pseudo desperadoes Contract plan. Columbia
Co.
termaster corps of the army here yes- some
Grape Fruit.
Cleaning
failed
to
appear.
Deliver. Phone 600.
terday and left for El Paso. Louis
Green Beans, Telephone Peas, Cucumbers, Head
I'erea, who enlisted in the Infantry
left last night.
aLvaradVegiSs.
-Lettuce, Tomatoes.
Cuyler Ferguson, son of Rev. Neil
UNDELIVERED MESSAGES
On sale by leading grocers the
Ferguson, received a broken arm yesWe are receiving some very fine currants. If you want
morning after they are laid; 55c.
terday morning when ti team he was
driving near his home became
some for canning, place your order now.
m.
Williams
The following telegram remains
b.
frightened end ran away.
7 pounds White New Potatoes
Dentist
25c
George Austin, general boiler in- undelivered at the Western Union Telspector for the Santa Fe railroad with egraph office because of Insufficient , Rooms 1 and 2, Whiting Building
2 for 25c; medium, 10c
Large
Cantaloupes
A.
If.
Allurd.
address:
No.
684.
at
Phone
in
was
who
headquarters
Topeka,
Comer Second and Gold.
Albuquerque Thursday, has gone to
CHASE & SANBORN SPECIAL TEA FOR ICEING
Gallup. He Is on an Inspection trip.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Garcia received
Just received by express
a letter yesterday from their son,
Delivery
Ladies white, black or dark
FOR QUICK SERVICE
Charles O. Garcia, that he Is now
I'nited States Food Administration License No.
223 West Copper.
Phone 501.
cated at Austin, Tex. He is a mem. brown, silk faced, $1.00.
her of the engineering corps United
E. L, WASHBURN CO.
States army.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Infield and
daughter, who made their home in CITY eTecSc8SHOE SHOP
Albuquerque for several months, will
PHONE 567
leave Tuesday for Denver. After
AND , DELIVERY
CALL
205 South
Phones 60-61-St.
Furniture for a 4 room house.
spending Beveral months there they FREE BATCH'S
OLD 6TAND
will return to their former home In
Pinno
Bed
and
Must
included.
Baby
'
Kansas.
sell. 120 South Edith. Phone 1938W
BITTNErfHOUsFlROOMS
Lincoln Circle. No. ,1, Indies of the
G. A. It. will serve a 12 o'clock din
club at once.
Join tlio "Two-Bit- "
Tlio Red Crown ladies want you.
Gallup Stove
W. S. 8.
Ccrrlllos Lump '
FOR SALE
Cerrlllos Stove
nags.
tot
taken
service
Orders
Springer Transfer
Women of American Army, 92 S West
Brand New Smith Form-a- -,
PHONE 91
fl

LAST TIME TODAY

p. in.

Cream and Homemade Cake

Ice

Afternoon

Watermelons May Arrive Today

Itouldcrailo

REPORT

KID' WILL FACE

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

LUNCH
11

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

PHONE SI5.

K. Hf C. A. TEAMS
.

MILLION DOLLAR

AVE.

Jack Gardner and
Marguerite Clayton
The Night Workers'
IN- -

Fresh from the simple life of her little town she came
to plunge into the dangers and temptations of night
life in the city. However, she escapes unscathed and returns, bringing with her the boy, a salvage from the reckless life of night.

Two Stars in a Very Good Production
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"VENGEANCE

WOMAN"

TWO PARTS
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"The End of the Run"
T

Blalte-more'-

"A Fire Escape Finish"

Skinner's Grocery

SUITSLEANED,

1

holeprooVhosiery

Bryant's

J. A. Skinner

FOR SALE

67
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First

Hahn Coal Co.

..

For

STORAG

Mold

Avenue.

TELL

ToTiyV TjEUVERY

Your baggage troubles.

Plums

M.

Truck, $250 takes it.
Address Box

A7,

Care of Journal.

ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL."
Coke, Mill Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling, Lime,
5

.

Admission, 10c; 6 to

to 6

11

Adults 15c Children, 10c

TODAY ONLY

"The Lion's Claw"

deathTand funIrals

1

IDEAL THEATER
SELEXART

PRESENTS

LAST TIME
TODAY

HOWARD
HICKMAN

in "BLUE BLOOD"
A

Six-re-

feature.

"Blue Blooil" hns answer to the old ethical
In Maniac's Harem."

question: "Death Ends Revel

MATINEE

ALSO A PATHE NEWS REEL
5c and 10c
EVENINGS
10c and 15c

The Family Shoe Store
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We meet every Footwear Requirement of every member of the household.
Among our patrons there are many families where we
shoe every oot from Grand-p- a
down to Baby.
We shoe every member because they all know where
to cbme for

PERFECT SHOE SATISFACTION

!

We have shoes of comfort for elderly people ; shoes of
style and durability for the young and middle aged ; shoes
made for strenuous wear and adapted to the growing feet
'
of boys and girls.
Shoes and Oxfords for Men

.$3.00 to $8.00
Shoes, Pumps and Slippers for Women.. 2.00 to 9.50
Shoes and Slippers for Children
1.50 to 5.00
50 to 2.25
Shoes and Slippers for Babies
Better Shoemaking and better Leathers were never put

into Shoes at these very moderate prices.

